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February 28:~ 1979

a

Bastress Elected. SBA President
by Dana Dembrow
1 in the Hoover Room of the
turn-out,
which
compared
Sue Bastress, a first year day Library.
favorably with previous SBA
student in Section 11, decisively
-Carlos Del Valle was elected
elections.
,defeated,
the
four
other,
Day Vice President, vo'ith a
President-elect
Sue Bastress
candidates vying for the position
21-vote margin over Eric Simon,
ann 0 u n c edt
ha t several
of Student
Bar Association
Incumbent SBA Representative
'administrative
positions
are
President in the February 14 sm .Shore was elected Night
presently vacant,though
she
general election.
Vice
President. _ Running
hopes to complete her executive
Bastress captured 168 of the uncontested for the positions of
appointments
this
week.
383 ballots cast, or about 43% third year Representative, Elliot
She
is
now
seeking
. of the total. Randy Selig, 'who Chabot,
Bill Crowfoot,
and" individuals to serve as Vice
also served last semester as a first .Steven Blair were endorsed for 'President for Student Affairs,
year SBA representative,
was the three vacancies. Sandra
Secretary,
Treasurer,
runner-up
in the contest;
Peaches" Greg Greenfield, and . P a r l Iamentartan,
Athletic
receiving
84 votes.
Jim
Dana
Arnold
were elected
Committee
Chairman,
andBachman, John Trigilio, and second year Representatives in a
Locker Committee Chairman of
Ann Warren split the. remaining
close race which edged out
the Student Bar Association.
third of the ballots. '
Jacob Pankowski, Nick Sarandis,'
In an interview with the
Upon her; inauguaation. this and a write-in campaign for Ray
Advocate, on February 23 Ms.
week, Ms. Bastress will become Kurz. Ron McCall was elected
Bastress stated that her primary
the flrst. woman to occupy the sec on d
y ea r
n i gh t
goals were to establish a student
position of President of' the Representative.
grievance committee, revise the
Student Bar Association of the
Slightly, over 40% of the
SBAconstitution,
.and pursue
National Law Center. Originally' student body eligible to vote
the possibility of creating a
.from Boston, Bastress received ',cast. a. ballot. in Wedne~d~Y's studentjfaculty
lounge atGW
/h., er. B.S. fr., o.m. Duke University in. e,le~.1.on. Bleetions Com~~n·
La"rSchoqC;~~
also expressed'
1~74;where
she majored in, Chairperson Donna Malin said ." her
concern"·-~~ith.studerit
zoology..sJJ,e .woIkedJor _four~~t
she .was. pleased with the "complaintsregardin~)aw
SChool.

.tuition and indicated that she
was
disturbed
with
the
discrepancies in the financial
figures discussed by President
Elliott in his address to the law
ischool of February 13. Bastress
lstated, "We're going to press for
,more
specific disclosure of
'finances and a commitment by
the administration to immediate
improvement of the law school's
'physical plant." ",,Vice President Carlos Del
Valle, apolitical
science major
out of Colgate University, stated
that his goal for the SBA is to
"make
sure we establish a
lecture/speaker series consistent
'throughout the year:' Del Valle
hopes
to
assist
student
:organizations
in coordinating
their activities and attracting
speakers to address the law
school ona regular basis. As his
first task, Del Valle, on behalf of
the Student Bar Association and,
in
c'ci-iljunctiol1
with' ,the
Advocate, -and. several, ~other

.s tu dent
organizations,
is
ip re sen tly
undertaking
a
[Symposium on Constitutional
i Law planned
for March 12
:I:through23. The organizers hope
[to schedule about six panel
[discussions and lectures during
I'the two-week
symposium
immediately before spring break.
1 The
SBAhas
also tentatively
'\Planned a first year student
[advisor program, to be held on'
[arCh
22 in which selected
profe~rs
will be invited to
conn~Cl
students
in course
electlon,
__.~

>~l:~~:t:~~\:?~~=~~:;'
.:-.';
'Kramer}~;anCl',:EllicJ'ft:(~Jl'tfdress;~:Law'}Stu'Cfeni~:"~
Regarded by many as the most
member of the' SBA
by John Seibel
tration" . The; meeting' ~as •surAs for the speakers themselves,
assembly' during the past term of
,prisingly
well' attended
con- each merits comment on his peroffice, she received notoriety for
On Wednesday, Feb. 14 at ,sidering the fact that it was held ,formance. Dr. Elliot, in a mas'organizing
'and directing '. an'
10:00 a.m., Dr. Lloyd Elliott and' during prime class time and that terful display of the talents which
aggressive campaign to replace
Dean Robert Kramer met with the
publicity was generated by a ,make not only a good institution
the Xerox machines in the Jacob
members lof,. the Law School . single poster and word of mouth. ihead but also a good politician
Burns
Library.
With
the
student body to discuss the tuition . In fact, 1heroom was Hlled· to 'managed to avoid the corners, the
assistance
of past President,
increase for the 1979-80 academic
capacity by. a very interested ropes and even the ground as he
Stephen Friedman, Sue Bastress
year. The result was quite pre- ,student body, many of whom had spoke on an abstract plane of
is already atwork
to assure a
dictably unsatisfying for all those
skipped class in order to be "university policy". He avoided
smooth
transition
between " "'who 'attended and particularly
present.
,
direct questions pertaining to uniadministrations.
The Hrst
frustrating for those who had
The most obvious fault in the versitygeneral
overhead
by
meeting
under
Bastress'
hoped to pose previouslyunansmeeting format was the I hour pleading ignorance. In retrospect,
leadership is planned for March
wered questions to "the administime frame allotted to it. Realiz- what made his presentation really
ing that both Dean Kramer and memorable
was
that
one
president Elliot are busy men, remembers his demeanor as being
maybe even too busy to spend .forceful and honest but the sub.more than an hour justifying a stance of his comments is sometuition increase, it is the students how lost. His performance brings
who will shoulder that increase. ,to mind the adage; "I may not
Between the two, they spoke for like what he did, but, I have to
almost fifty minutes, leaving time admire the way he did it."
for a' scant three questions, It
Dean Kramer, in what would
would appear
that another
euphemisticaly be called a rare
meeting or series of meetings' with , public appearance, was somewhat
the student body is in' order ata. easier to follow. If the figures that
more convenient time, with a bit he was using were in fact acmore warning to those who might curate, then he did account for
want to attend. Since the speakers the entire increasein tuition.
have already stated their posi- : Whether one agrees with his allotions,. it would be unnecessary to cations or not is 11 matter of policy
repeat that part of the program.
which is ultimately a difficult
Therefore, the entire time could choice of alternatives for any
be spent answering the questions administrator. Dean Kramer did,
which ..so desperately lJeed to be however, make some assertionS
asked. ' Questions
might
be and implications which stick in
'solicited before the meeting (s) the craw,
and a moderator (possibly our
Mentioning G.W.s' tuition in
,newly elected S.B.A. president) comparison to that of Harvard,
could channel the questions into a Stamford, and Chicago is a little
AboYe: Rtmner-up in the Van Vleck Upper Oass Moot Court
reasonably coherent and pro- like saying, "So you're buying a
ductive session. The moderator
lemon, at least you don't have to
Competition Co Albert James (right) congratulates the winning ,
could
also
solicit
questions
from
pay
as much for it". G. W. is not
team of Rooald McCall and J. L Milne.
the floor so that incomplete or ;any of those institutions and it is
Bdow: Michael Janik presents bis oralll1'gUJDtl1t to the panel
l'hotOlby
evasive
answers
could
be, to compare it as if it were. The
,of Judses in the final roond of moot court competition. .
reiterated or:expanaed upon.
comparison is not very ~tisfying.
DaM
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The Dean's comments on the university underwriting the student's
,education gives students cause to
. stop and thank the university for
,its help but does not justify the
second rate facility which the
university has so graciously given
us. It seemed that his comments
were meant to inspire guilt from
the ungrateful
children
of
academia.
The -feelings' of the students
were very accurately and succinct, ly expressed by a student who in
essence .said that the students
would not mind the increase nearIyas much if they could see some
tangible benefit from their dollars. In fact, the students look
around at the abysmal conditions
of the physical plant and ask
themselves: What is this rteolithic
cave which is called the law
school? Why does more seem to
go out than come back? Who put
the prophylactic on the fountain
of funds?
I

'
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Special Section

'As Others
See US'
/
The Public's Perception
of the Legal Profession
-
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Page Two

Patent Moot Court Results

DedicationOne of, the difficulties in "living in' today's pressure-cooker
world is the fact that so little time or effort is available for
reflection. In the hustle for grades and jobs, it sometimes seems
that the whole reason for being here gets lost in the shuffle. For
despite the ever-present worry about individual achievement and
advancement, our real purpose here is to serve John Q. Public.
The law is the oil of the societal engine, existing to absorb the dirt
and heat produced by the friction created by the interaction of
the parts, and has no purpose other than to keep the engine running smoothly.
Even the best-running machine needs an oil change occasionally, however; when the oil is complacent and gets dirty, the
engine starts to sputter . This has been the lesson of recent times,
when lawyers in high and visible places discredited a profession
that had always been looked at with suspicion and mistrust. And
now, with the advent of changes in lawyer advertising, the begin,
nings of lawyer unionism, and the imposition of stricter ethical
standards, there is much uncertainty as to the path of the profession in the future.
This is not to say that the profession may not survive. On the
contrary, law schools are churning out graduates by the thousands, as all of us are painfully aware. There is no question of its
survival. The question is how well. If it is to pull through with a
large measure of public and self respect, it must hold itself up
before the public mirror and examine itself, and make changes
accordingly.
,
It is around this theme that this issue of the Advocate revolves.
If we can begin to see ourselves as others see us, we can perhaps
be more enlightened and responsible. Law Revue was a step in
the right direction. Thanks to the efforts of fifty or so students;
most notably Dina Gentile and Deborah Costlow, we were
treated to a good-humored, good-natured look at ourselves from
our own point of view. It was encouraging to see that although
the opportunity existed for criticism and personal affronts, the
show was a gentle self-parody, with the actors satirizing themselves rather than pointing accusing fingers. Hopefully some of ''the feature articles in this issue will also help to provide a perspective on who we are, how others perceive us, and how we
should act, partly as a group but mostly as individuals, where we
can make the biggest difference. "The fault, dear Brutus," says
Cassius in Julius Caesar, "is not in our stars, but in ourselves ... "

L.

....._

Correcfi.on

On Feb. 7, The Advocate ran
an article on clinical opportunities
which included a number of
errors regarding references for
further information. Here are the
corrections:
t. Legal Aid, and Outside
Placement, call: Nancy Becker
676-7463.

Steve Kleifield
_

-L

2. Immigration Law Project~'
Call: Peter Miller at 676-7463.
3. The -Consumer .Protection
Clinic ~ includes' a Bankrupcj "
Clinic.
4. Law Students Civil Rights
Research Counsel, call: Kevin
Walther at 676-7463. .
,ganization

Regrets

To those contributors who submitted articles that we did not have
room to print, the Advocate apologizes for our space limitations.
We hope that the articles on the Equal Justice Foundation that we
were able to include in this edition provided due coverage. of the
activities of the GW Chapter of this
organization and we
welcome additional copy in the future by the organizers and
members of EJF.
"
We also hope that the students of the School of Public and International Affairs will continuetocontribute
to the Advocate.

o
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Congratulations
go to the, with the Bagarazzi/Stahl team
winners of this year's patent law _ coming in a close second with
moot court competition, Ann
1042.5
points,
and
the
Whitehead and Frank Campbell
Moore/Tiegerman team ,placing
They will represent the National
third with a score of 1041.75
Law Center in the regional .points,
_ ,
competition
of the Giles
The topic was whether state
Sutherland
Rich moot court
trade secret laws could protect
competition to be held in, Newunpateritable
subject
matter.
York in March. It was an Contestants-argued
for Merlin
exciting
. competition,
since Wizzard, the whacky inventer of
Whitehead
and
Camp bell
a device that could revolutionize.
_achieved a total score of 1050.4
big screen television, and for the,
, points (out of a possible 1200);' Tube Corporation of America,

c,

whom Wizzard' claimed had
stolen his invention.
The
judges
for
the
competition included the Hon.
Francis C. Browne, U.S.- Court
of Claims; GWU professorial
lecturers
of' law Brian G.
Brunsveld
and
Donald R.
Dunner;-law clerks Allen Jensen '
and Tom Wheelock from the
U.S. Court of Customs and
Patent
Appeals;
and
distinguished members of, the
Washington patent bar.

Law & Elderly Program
by Patricia Powers
Federal regulations and forms
are difficult to understand. A
trained legal advocate can help
senior citizens decipher them.
"Law and the Elderly," a short
course in major legal, concerns of
Older people, will arm interested
persons with the information
needed to help. Offered- by the
National Public Law -Training
Center.ithe course will be held in

Potomac, Maryland, March 14- for working with Social Security,
16 at the Mercy National Center. .Medicare and Food Stamps, as
Housing and meals are available
well as - with 'nursing homes,
at the site.
protective - services, community
As with every NPLTC training
education
and.
consumer
session, "Law and the Elderly"
protection. Trainees will return to
will provide non-lawyers witb an..; their communities better able to
opportunity to learn basic con- be advocates for senior citizens.
cepts of law. The sessions will
For information or to enroll,'
focus on administrative
law, . call Ms. Karen Talty or Rosalyn
federal regulations and advocacy
Voige, (202) 87270660.
strategies.
Participants will acquire skills

VOTE

~SPIA Organizes

GWSTUDENT
ASSOCIATION (GWUSA)

by David Sapp

President (1)
AlexBaldwin
Pete Aloe
James Dudley
Bob Dolan
MikeKarakostas
DaveGarfinkel
Brad McMahon'
Executive Vice President (1)
Jonathan Katz
Kathy Locke
Senator-at-Large (4)
Caryn Markowitz __
RossMoskowitz
Jay Rigdon
Mike Walton
Mark Weingerg.~;.~
-".'
Med School Senator (1),
CaseyRogers
Columbian College Senators (4)
MichaelEndres
Mark Miller
James B. Quigley "
Marc RiYitz
Mary Anne Rothberg
SGB;'\. Senators (4)
NeilGlassberg
Bob Hillman
Robert King
BuddyLesavoy
Patricia Shorr
National Law Center Senators (3)
Roland Aseltine WilliamCrowfoot
SPIA Senator (1)
Constantine D. Politis

represent their interests in the university community. .Some of, the'
The graduate students in the problem areas that this orSchool of Public and Inter- ganization will concentrate on are
national Affairs (SPIA), like a reform of the comprehensive
-rnany other students, have ex-. examination system, standardizperienced exhausting
compre- ing current methods of 'academic
hensiveexams, an advising system . advising,'
bettering
studentwhich has .left many students in faculty
communication,
and
the dark, and assorted other prob-lems. Before this semester SPIA
graduate
students,
h~d no
orga.mzatlon to. serve their needs,
and mterests.
This semester, though, 'that situation has changed. SPIA graduate students have formed an orwhich they hope will

creating a career , placement, and
orientation
resource
center
specifically designed for SPIA
graduate students.
For further information on this
organization or its future activities please call Ralph Grunewaldo at 686-9587 or Susan
Bunsickat244-4426.

0

Carter LaudsDC"'G
The"

D.C.
Public
Interest
Research Group (D.C. -PIRG)'
earlier this' month received the
praise of President Carter along
with twenty-four PIRGs across
the nation.
In a message sent to an annual,
meeting of PIRGs in Hartford,
Connecticut,
the
President
congratulated the PIRGs for their,
"considerable civic accomplishments."
. "I am happy to say that as
Governor of Georgia, I was an
early supporter of the PIRG in
my home state," Carter said.--and
He cited consumer rights,
environme-ntal
protection,
government responsibility, and'
.
social justice as specific 'areas
where that PIRG and others have,
"Improved the quality of life for
many citizens."
.
D.C. PIRG,' like its CoUO"
terparts in other states, is a
student funded, student controlled citizen action group'
located on 2 campuses in D.C.
The group was started by George
Washington University students
in 1973 as it way in which they
could get involved in numerous
areas of social concern.
"Academic education alone
does not.~rovid7 the traini~g for
good citizenship that IS so
necessary
to our country's
future," Carter told the student
PIRG representatives
in his
',0

message.
-r-,
"Because students elect, by. a
majority vote, to fund the organization and decide its policies and
.. GOVERNING BOARD
priorities
themselves,
PIRGs
At-large Representative (2)
exemplify the democratic prinJonathan D. Fraade
BobGordon
ciples which have made American
Howard Graubard
institutions strong," he said.
Parking Rep. rn
Through their work, Carter
Andrew Childers
credited
theP1RGs
with
,
Bookstore Rep. (1)
providing, "us a vital lesson in Jim Seligman
the meaning of useful public
Food Board Rep. (1)
participation in national life. "
AndrewAnker
BenHerring
Clare Feinson, a student at
George. Washington University
PROGRAM BOARD
Chairperson- of D.C. PIRG,
Chairperson (1)
said she was delighted with the
Hope Helfeld
Jeff Nash
President's remarks. "It shows us
that students working' hard in
Vice Chairperson (1)
.
MarjorieKramer
their respective states can have, an
Treasurer (1)
impact' felt allJhe way to the
Mitch Bauman
top," she said.'
r
Secretary (1)
Feinson explained that while
Janet Harward
Jodi Granite
the various state PIRGs are autonomous, they have set up a' I
national organization tocoordi-'
nate their efforts. 'It was at a
governing council meeting of this
National
PIRG
where
the
students received the President's
congratulations.
invites all interested
Expressing a dCfsiretha"fPI'RGs
individuals to attend a
expand to other campuses in the
country, President Carter said he
STAFF MEETI NG
hoped that "students, faculty,
Tonight, Wednesday
university administrators, and all
February 28, 7:45 p.m .:
concerned citizens will continue to
Basement, Bacon Hall
provide the support necessary to
Next Issue: The City
PIRGs."
.
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Page Three

.brfresidentElliiJtt: One Opinion
It comes as no surprise to anytration isn't going to 'give any .all, loves company, and as if it ,dam~ed
hard to believe that eaten K-Mart bedsheet. What I
one with a fraction of a brain that
more, extra dough to this Jaw makes any difference, you can someone could go through four am trying to imply, though, is
last Wednesday's student meeting. school than they are to the guy
take comfort in the knowledge 'years of college, let alone twenty- that if enough law students get in
with President Lloyd Elliot didn't
who sleeps on the heating grate
that the law school isn't the only odd years of life in general, be the habit of opening windows by
produce. anything any person who .down on Virginia Avenue. Not
department
that's getting the admitted to law school, and still placing chairs through themv you
doesn't want to be branded a total
one red cent. Dealing with G. W., i brown end of the stick. Next time not be' able to see that we're .can damn well bet that the adminhypocrite would call a positive re- is like buying something from a you think our facilities are cramp- getting the shaft as far as the 'istration is going to sit up and
suit. Well, what did you expect,
Macke vending machine; you can
ed, go and check out some of the green stuff is concerned. And it take notice. So I propose the folJack? What did you and every .kick that sucker from now until
others. Did you ever see where the should be clear as the sun in the lowing:
other law student who attended
Armageddon, but you won't get a music department is housed? Or big blue sky that it's not going to
Someone should tell that skinthe meeting because you thought
thing. So dry your eyes, honeys,
the art department?
Probably
change as long as students stick to head skinflint Elliott that if he
it was going tobea Civil Proceand face the facts: This University
not, but that's only because you faggoty-assed
"petitions"
and', doesn't fork over thirty or forty
dure study group 'think? That
has got so much dough that they . can't pull your face out of your "grievance committees" to air million mucho pronto, he might
President Elliot was going to have to use two whole townhouses
goddamned canned briefs long their protests. Look what happencome to work one morning and
apologize to the students, cancel
on G Street just to store it all; .enough to see what's going on 'ed with the undergrads: they find that the Potomac has been
the tuition hike,refund the money ::--there's so much there that they
around you. -;You know where wanted to get a representative on re-routed through his office.
paid by the students in past in-. don't have any idea how to spend
they've got them? Houses!!
the board of trustees, so they got Catch my drift? It's got to be
creases, and then cap- off the it. Do you know how much
That's right, son, houses! The up apetition that had more names
made clear to him and every other
meeting by marching down to the
money is there? Do you' have any
same kind of skinny townhouses on it than there are cockroaches in bigwig that just because all the
quad, shovel in hand, to personalidea how, much is sitting iri those
that peopoe live in. Can you ima- Washington,and
presented it to law students grew up in front of
Iy break the ground for the con- . two townhouses? Well, I'll tell gine turning your kitchen into a the board. Do you know what the T.V. sets in suburban tract houses
structionof
the new law 'school . you: Six million dollars~, SIX
college of .Arts and Sciences?! trustees did? They laughed right
it doesn't necessarily mean 'that
building? Well, if that's what you MILLION DOLLARS!!!!!! Do Shit, no! Now, cruse over tolin
the students' faces, and said they're gonna let people walk all
thought; friend, then I hate to dis- you have any conception at all of
street and take a gander at Rice thanks but no, thanks, don't call over them. These clowns think
turb the naive optimism that, just" how much six million dollars Hall, where the administration is us, we'll call you. Well, we ,they're dealing with a bunch of
you've carried through life.jYou
is? Well take my word for it; if camped out. Pretty' impressive, shouldn't have to take that shit, 'dope-smoking wimps, but they'll
probably also believe in Santa
you tried to count from one to six huh? Now, admittedly, I might no way, no how.
find out that when it comes down
Claus, and I'm sure that you only
million you'd be pushing up rednot know shit from shinola about
What I think we should do is to brass tacks, the students at this
- cross the street when the light says
wood trees by the time you fin- the budgeting and administration
take a cue from our Iranian
law school can dish it out as well
. "WALK." 'All Lean say is wake
ished. And they only say that theaf
a large university, but I do friends. They saw something they 'as take it, thank you. Life isn't all
up and smell the coffee, buddy.
.surplus is six million; they.probaknow one thing: that ain't no wanted and, dammit, they went. Hagen Daz and Perrier; you have
There's one thing that the meetbly don't even know for sure. It fucking house! No sir, it's a mon- out and got it. No bones about it:
to fight like cats and dogs if you
ing made clear, though, and
comes pouring in; so fast that
ster of a building .. You don't by' taking to the streets, they were :want .to survive. And if you're not
that's the fact that the old guy -- they can't keep track of it. They. stoke that baby upon McDon- able to get that Ayatollah Komen-willing
to do that, then you'd bet->
who runs this university is one
have absolutely no idea at all. But aid's Big Macs, not by a long ici voodoo-man made Numero
ter drop by your local undertaker
tough cookie. But that should be you'll never get any closer to it shot. It takes big bucks.'
. Uno. Now, of course, I'm not' and get yourself fitted fora
obvious to anyone who hasn't
than you'll get to the planet Nepsuggesting that we have to choose
shroud. You won't be with us
been brought up in a closet. You
tune, kiddo.
So what's the point of all this? as our leader some freeze-dried. .much longer, bub.
don't get to be Top Dog at an inBut don't despair. Misery, after
Just this: It would be pretty god- . Santa Claus who wears a mothstitution which is the third largest
employer in D.C. by doing a'good
deed every day and speaking only
when spoken to. You've got to get
used to slamming windows on
people's fingers, and u~ing.their·
faces like rungs on a ladder. And
by Jan j~~~bowit; '.- ,.',
~romote ~~ater access t(; ju~tice' comp~~
of three' maincom~
George washingt.o~ University
what's more, chum, you can't let '.
on a local and national scale."
mittees -- membership, faculty,
law stu~en~s share In what may be
A cold Valentine's Day found . EJF hopes to establish a system of and publicity. Through, these the beginning of one C?ft~e m~st
it bother you any more than, say,
tithing by lawyers to promote the committees the group hopes to effectlv~ legal orga~l1zatlOnsd~n
several
G.W.
law students
the act of brushing a fly off your
bli
. t
t
La
'11, reach students
and faculty
our society, Anyone mtereste In
huddled together over hot ,.spashoulder. But that shouldn't dispu IC. 10 eres .
wyers WI
.'
,
_
"
hi'
of the comghetti and a warm new idea -- donate 1010of their income to be- through phone calls, fliers, and
turb any law students, since yo~'ll
c: pmg 0ut. on one
.
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bers
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small
group
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The
mittees
or
10
learning
more a out
greater
access
to
the
legal
system
end up doing just that' in a few
f
come- u voting mem ers 10 e
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anization can contact
for all people. Actually < it is not organization. The specific, issues membership drive will continue at
years. If that comes as a shock,
.e
rg Id
296 2357
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tth
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Richard
Go
man at
.
.
the
idea
that
is
novel
but
rather
don't despair. After a while you'll
whic are pursued will be etereas
roug
arc.
the approach; that is,mernactually learn to enjoy rubbing
mine dby a vote of the members.
The core group hopes to see
At the Valentine's Day meeting .. _~
~ __ -:.;.. __ ..,
bership in the Equal Justice
people's noses in the dirt, And if
Foundation.
'
that's not the sort of thing you
G.W. law students decided to
The Equal Justice 'Foundation
look forward to then, brother, are
become EJF supporters.
The
(EJF) was conceived by Ralph meeting formed a "core group"
you ever in the wrong profession.
Nader and founded last year by which will attempt to provide
You'd better sell your hornbooks,
third year law students throughpack your bags"and head back to
both information and incentive
out the country; The organ~za- for G.W. law students to become
gradschoolin history.
tion's goal is to "effect structural
" The reality of the matter,
members of the Equal Justice
changt:, (in the legal system) to Foundation. The core group is
frankly, is that the G.W. adminis>

..G.W; SUpp~,rt's Equ~IJ.~~ice,
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.EjF: A Commentary .

by Cathy HoIienbe!g
I answered the phone in the
'Community - Legal Clinic, arid
unable to help the young woman,
I suggested she call the D.C. Bar
Referral. "You mean I have to.
talk to talk to lawyers," she
moaned. At first I got a good
h G t r f - 9'30 in the
laug:
rTeah mIehuodrde~ed
mormng.
en s
','
It's no news that deep-seeded
.,.
b neath the
dIStruSt. Simmers
~
superficial respect given to attorneys in our so~ety. Worse ret,
when talking to frIends at th~ aw
school, one realizes, that th~lr attitude towards lawyers IS. no
bette.r. "
ed to discuss
There IS
..
whether
or no
not nethe prevaIlmg
mood is justified. The source of
the skepticism is obvious. What's
important, however, is an evaluation of why we are here and of

what we are getting into. For we
are the lawyers of tomorrow. We
chose to come to law school, and
we're working damn hard tol
become attorneys. For self respect
alone, ~e owe ourselves the
opportumty to be proud of the
legal profession.

I really believe that beneath the
masks of cynicism, most of us
have faith that we can use law to
effect positive change. Afterall,
there are surely less rock~ roads
to fame and fortune. TedIOUSas
law school may be, ,we are. ~ortun.ate to have been 10 a. posItIOn
whIch enabled us to attam a legal
education and acquire the powerf I
I'
'd
EJF
h I
u too s It provl es.
can e p
us spread the wealth of our education, and share the benefits with
an untold number Of individuals.
Regardless of our personal career
chol'ces' EJF oUers the opportunity to support public interest
issues and to personally commit,
ourselves to improving legal
. processes.

Despite the incredibly good
work being done by numerous small
groups of attorneys, the profes~
sion, in general, appears to have
lost its social consciouness. The
Equal Jusice Foundation
pro.h
.
;~~~~:~'i~~C:~e
°r:eOj:~:~~
system,
and,
consequently,
society. While predicated -upon
access to
t h e nee d t'0 msure c't'zen
II
justice and representation
of
We've been encouraged to compublic interests, EJF presents a
potential forum to deal with pete for a long time. It's now time
to cooperate.
,a myriad socialissues.

"THE LAWYER AS ACTIVIST"

"

a special presentation by
MICHAEL .TIGAR, ESQ.

.formerly a law professor at UCLA and Georg!=town, currently a
partner.in the firm of Tigar & Buffone, Washington, D.C.
Involved in cases such as-The Chicago 7 Trial (Dellinger v. United States) ,
-United States v. H. Rap Brown
.
""':"Seattle7 Conspiracy (United States v. Marshall)
- -People v. Angela Davis
.
and many other cases dealing with the draft, wiretapping,
sabotage, and espionage.
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should in no way be considered
dirty linen.
Jim Heller's mind was snowed Q. Jim, I have this federal statute,
in due to circumstances somewhat
and I want to find out if there are
beyond his control, but he has any administrative
regulations
offered some of the highlights of that might be related to it.
past columns for our perusal (of A. No problem. Let's say the
course, this will mainly benefit statute requested is the .Tuna
firstyearlawstudents,sincethose
Convention Act.oL1950 (one of
who have been associated with the the mo.st-requested laws). First'
Law Center since September 1977 you've got to find a cite for the
have undoubtedly committed past . law. Four courses are available:
columns to memory). Although
Shepard's Acts and Cases by Popthese are recycled questions, they ular Name - Federal and State;

·1979:' ELECTIONS
-.

..'GWUSA

A First, get hold of the Federal "already in theCFR
Register and the CFR.' (The
Register is located on the Fourth
Floor,' CFR is on Reserve). Then,
there are two methods. The first
'utilizes a subject approach. You
must find the appropriate agency;
because that's how things are
listed in the Register. Ergo (excuse me),' if the topic is tax, you
might want to look under the IRS.
Should there be anyproposed IRS
rules, that fact.will be indicated
under the IRS heading in the

- the CFR
Index won't be as helpful. You
could find the general area via the
Index, .approximate the relevant
"CFR citation, and then use the
above approach. More than likeIy, however, you'll have to go
back to the Federal Register Table
of Contents under the name of the
' appropriate agency and find the
proposed rule that way. Once you
find the proposed rule in the
Register, you might get a CFR
cite (it's often included before the

' The next step is to go to the
Code of Federal Regulations
"Finding Aids" volume. Table I
(Parallel '" Table of Statutory
Authority and Rules) lists those
sections of the U.S. Code, (and
some Statutes at Large sections),
which have been cited as, rulemaking authority for currently effective CFR regulations. In our
Tuna Act example, after 16 U.S.
951 we find a cite to 50 CFR pt.'
280; which is entitled "Pacific
Tuna Fisheries". You have completed what you soughtto do only
when you 'also check the monthly
"Cumulative List of CFR Sections Affected," which point you'
to simiiar current regulations.

YOT.
I.

volume 12 of the United States
Code; the last index volume of
USCA; and U.S. Code Con..
.
gressional and Administrative
News. Any of these sources
should inform you that the Tuna
Act is Public Law 87-14,' 76 Stat.
.: 923. You are also told that the
Act was codified in 16 U.S.C.
951'- et seq. (If you had only the
Statutes at Large cite, tables in
USC or USCA would inform you
of the corresponding Code citation), '

..,

" GOVERNING BOARD"
PROGRAM ,BOARD::
.v

Register's Table of Contents, and. text or-the regulation). if so, you
the relevant pages will be cited.
ean then run that .. CFR cite
Q. Consulting the Register every through the List of Sections Afday might be tedious. Is there a fected Tables.
better way?
Remember that in either case
A. I'm glad you asked. The Fede- you're only done when you've
ral Register Index' is. compiled
checked the Federal Registers for
monthly, quarterly, and annually. i the most recent month. LSA is
Using a method similar to that
issued monthly, and you must
mentioned above you can find always update those tables with
cites to those pages in the daily the materials from, the most
Registers where proposed regularecent Registers.
tions can be found.
Q. But Jim (you say), might there
Q.This could also bea drag. Will not be an even easier way?
.. ' i
the CFR help?
A. Funny you should ask. Many
A. Once you get a CFR cite (Title, . of the looseleaf services put out.
Chapter, Part, Section) the CFRby
CCA,BNA,and
Prentice~Hall
is a lot simpler to use .. The include proposed rules-and regs.
problem is getting the CFR cite in Theses.ervices are updated frethe first place. If the proposed' quently (usually weekly) and are
Caveat: For greatest effect, 'the'. changeismerely'a modification of quite easy to use once you get the
next question should be read as if existing rules.you can avoid the' hang or them; Another possible
perfo!med by a prematurely grey, ''.Register's,TabIeof Contents and source might be the various inCO~edianwiththe
ihitild~S.M.
initiillly'look in the monthly sup-: dustry;.and.
tradeassociatiQn
JWhlch'~e sa!ssta~~~ for'.~,~~C?." plements~,toCFRcaJled
"List. of, publications. For example, A via"
M~ocJt!~mk::',- :., ·S:',.~ ···~:·;;.;:~:.,~::;:~~K,~'tioQs{Aifected."Within:
tionW.eekmight. '.include pro- ,
_A.~You:~n ir)aster the Feder~(~ ,~.!tSA~t(~
i~;i~CaU~), tinder the, po'sedniJes e~anating from .the.. ,
Register and Code of Federal Re-, relevant CFR section, you can Civil Aeronautics Board.
gu'~tions ~n,d}~a~~ ~.owt!>'.find! find, ,cit~i t'? I)a.~iJl th~ daily Q. But wiUyou stiU;res~~ D)e?,{. ~
proposed il~IDl$tnltive rqlesand' .R.egIsters., .:where,.the '.. Proposed '""·A..Selc~etoQe: '.~i.·.··· ...i: <"I""'?';;.'j' _,.)
regulations 1.;:~·:';·i'~1\;4'::;;,::';"r;' ":,~ , rideswiU ,~e ~(>uifd;Similafly 0 you"
i) More than~ver ::",,;,"-; ',: ;<:>/ ..
Q;··Jirit·(You' tilt); 'l)ow:,"ean'C:can'usettu:CFRJridex
Volitineto'-2)
What does~ihishilve'io"d9';':
:
master the Federal,~egiStei lind find the relevant CFRcite needed, 'Wflh'respect. ;'- ,.-',
',"
. .
COde of Federal Regulations and then tisetfie LSATables.
.'
.....
, ..3J'·Whatmakes':
'you'think: 't .
learn how to find propOsed ad' However. if the topic you want ;•tespectY6u riow? .
':". ;:', ,'..
ministrative rules. 'and regula~ is new<and unique '7- if; the' prO:::,., ','. -4) 'Loving' you means. never
tions?
posed rule' coyman
area not 'haying to say 'lrespectyou.'
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OtnersSee Us

, by Prof. David Lowther
Tradition
.
I Ieta
fBI timore
'
th
Iteaches ,'rus that there wick Papers, cap. 31.')
cour.t By t h e time
law always means."
all sumptuary laws -- those tha t
are
ree earned professions:
Such passages reflect the three- a decade later, the People's Court
But there was a contrary tide
theology, law and medicine, They - fold', age-old accusation: that
had moved into a new little' flowing. Jurists like. Marshall, attempt to control, by denouncing
I
ascrimes, 'what the citizen may
have existed in one f
orm or awyers are unprincipled parasites
marble edifice all its own with Kent, and Story were laboring to'
another and their prac titi
ho
'
eat, drink, smoke, inhale, inject,
I ioners w 0 exist to serve the ends of the daises, and flags and red-plush
establish a centralized [uris-:
have practiced, under one name rich and powerful. It is not new, h'
The .n
see, hear, or read. All of them,
the
,.'
h
.
angmgs.
e magistrates were prudence and a professional We can add to the discard pile all
or ano er, smce t e dawn of In the fourth century, St John
now judges and swathed in black approach to the practice of the
time. Men' have always wanted Chrysostom renounced the prac- robes; and lawyers abounded.
law. They prevailed, helped by 'laws that attempt to control
help
in dealing
with, the tice of the law because convinced
This happened to a large extent two forces .__ the increasing sexual activity or proclivity.
'mysterious and powerful forces that "to take a fee to make the because litigants wished to have complexity, of the problems of Then, if we capped this off by
that affect the life of the indivi- worse appear the better cause';
the help of lawyers. Like Moses business, society, and politics; taking the public resources that
dual in society. And especially wouI,d,be "a sin against his soul".
protesting his inabili ty to put his
d th
. d
'had' theretofore gone into the
d
h t" I th
d f hi'
a.n. e ever recurnng emand by : eliminated fields of criminal-law
oesf e tlee'
e
nee
0
e
pwhen
(Clarke;Everyman's
Bk
01'8834.)
people's
case
forcefully'
eno
ugh
to
I
f
d b f
'h
'J
mgants or earnest advocates to ;enforcement and defense and diverted
conberon
e poy orces
.
•
to
both
rf I t dat appear
, . And in the same century'',' ,St the Egyptian sovereign (Exodus espo,use,t h elrc.auses.
B,y,1835.,de .those resources to a permanent
wer
u
an
mystenAugustine
of
Hippo
wrote
of
his
4),
many
a
litigant
in
the
BaltiT
II
Id
ous Sickness .,'
dd' 'I
oquevi e wou ... ,wnt.e, of", the' programme designed to ensure
, .,'
. comes
more People's Court wanted a A
I
f ,esslo".Il
from'. nowhe
d trik su ..' en y legal
, studies that those "which
. men.can Ieg.apr.o"
.. as an that no citizen is without a good
, ' '0
re
an
s
n
es
a
strong,
werevaccounted
commendable,
mouthpiece,
Moses
got
Aaron
the
A
.
'f
d
mencan anstocracy serving to "j'ob,,'2,',c"','goodhome, and good
man d wn. Th e consciousness
.
. divid I' d
"
, 0 ha a view to excelling in the Levite and the Baltimore litig ants counter b alance the less admirable . food;':W"'ewould
have eliminated
m ,IVI
ua
ma
equacy
and
of
the
courts
of
litigation;
the
mOre
beretained
members
of
the
Maryf
d
'
'
,
'f
t
'
.
h'
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'
as,pects
0
emocr.acy.,
(de.Toque,vast'
areas
of
the
quicksands in
unkn own u ure t at' con ronts praised,' thtf craftier"~ (Conl'es- land bar. This has been g'ol'ng on
IIe, D emocracy In America, cap, which the unwary' citizen' now
, .' ,
"
v,VI
every man atevery moment of life sions, Ill.) It is still continuing.
since the dawn of time. People 8)
'II
' t th
' h'
.
.'
.
,finds himself caught needing a
a s we
as a
e moment
w' en
Jacques Barzun wrote, j'ust last may resent the need for prot"es1'£
h
.
,
l'
',eTh A mencan b ar to day has 'lawyer but w,ith no means at hand
th IS I e on eart 'sputters out ~- 'Fall, that lawyers "now are' sional help'·, but,··when the need
'
t h. us a mu Itl'fanous
patrimony of ensuring himself that he is
th
~s'tconTshclOusness.can,terrify,thh~thought neglectful andextorti~:
arises,theylookforit.
all,d we are.o.lef"tinthe, ,same"'eqUl,'- '.gettin,g th~ ser""v,~,'
'es"o,f a, good,
sP lrl
e'
t at nate, , calcula,tedly .'deceiVing" the'
1suppose thai the nly' pe'rson voca I' position. that, the learne,d vigorous" and honest.
"
" ;
"h'sovereIgn th' power
.
nia,n,
'
, men
through
'"purposel,Y:"
'
.
, tcreatew
h'" enever d' eyessay
' , to pUblic,
' who might expect to,survl've su'c'- p.rof'esslons h'ave always occu-Beyond
this, the 'great thl'ng
IlVeoget
cessfully. without the aid' of the p,l.ed .. P eople need. our, serv.ices, th,at the individual lawyer cando
" . h er man
'th' or eredsociety
.,'
- mystifying language';. (Har:p'. er,'s,"
.."
canreac
WI outwarmng
mto: October,1978;)
',," ",'. ""
learned prot"essl·ons'"w,ould·L"e'a'
b ut WISh they dIdn't; they are is to see that he himself is not one
't"
l'
u
t h e Ihe of. any
member'
Since.at any moment, I.·nhist,ory', "confirmed 'atheist "I'n pe'rt"ect,
. us and to _, ,of those' ionoble members of a
,'. individual
'
'
l'
rea d y b ot h to revde
- an d d evastatelt.'
th.ere, has a.lways been ',at least a he.a,lth w.ho was li.ving alone. on ,a·
k
f
......
So; men have always sought 'for
b t f If"
I
d'
I
' "
,ma
e use 0 us. To practice law:is, noble ,Profession. To be honest, to
help in dealing~ith forces. The sus an la group 0 peop.e that. ,esert ISand~: , .' ".
.•..
to fish in troubled waters; lfc; who be diligent, to be dedicated to
- learned •.profesSions· developed. to would sUbscri~e. to. senti~e!lt~...
In ... the .....p'eriod immedi~tely ..- would ~v';)ict.the!eD,lp~s~,l¥ld\>e~t e~ch.cli~nt!s~us,e,·topecQmpasprovide such help: physicians to suc~ as these, It IS notsurpnsmg
followmg ,0lJr,own Revol~tlon,. st,ay home·l:J9t.thel::Wlueri, wbile7 slQoate In\co.unsel and vehement
help::the,
body. wrestle with to fm~!hat. m~? retuflfrepeatedly
our;forefathers~o.r so"!-e of them t~oubled, are 'exhilaratiIi'g: It
in advocacy, but withal conscious
, k
d d'
. to the proposition that the world at least) mad~ vlgorousatte~Pts
bc:en said';~,h~tc;tl!eo!pgy"i~ tl!e'tnat there are. eternal principles of
SIC.ness" an... Isease; pr~ests to '., could be made a •.considerably
to do away WIth lawy.e!s. yan.~us. q,een of~tbe)scieric~; to. that 'I ..'right and'wrbng b.y-which even a
help. the spmt· wrestle.wIth·fear;
finer place ..'by ..the· immediate
New-England town· meetings" m-. would add that law is the science lawyer caught up in the whirlwind
a~~d~spair;Ia~yers:;,!O~~IPthe
:' ab~litiCinpr.l!ll!awye~s;' The~t(l" str~cte~·th:ir'de~eg~~~S·inth.e,
.··of ki'!gs.
".
...._.
of litigation should be guidel,\~ t9
. cItizen· wrestfe.withthe,'f(jrces~
"Kdl·alI-the.'lawyers!".goes
.up.; leglslature·towork'fortbeabob··'
IS a noble profeSSion with act thus will beto'cohance
the
en~ende.red; by,.t.h~::.~~~e~.r
....;•.:~n..' ell;t.IX)~~.~Y~.rY.
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liI....
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..ye.rS:'.a.....
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..,.'~n.>: ignoble ..ri:tembers. Th~t.. Jfi.Jt.<J on.o.r of.,...
honorable profession
whIch he ex~sts~--:-"~'
".:' .. :' '.:" ':,._ appeahn~ ldea~")et us ·m~ke..~~,," w~ot~ .. mt? .,' their l??nsUt~U?rts:., t¥ difficulty: .critics see the
1l!id ~ anabate
someWhat the
. "Yetman IS constantly ,ungrate-, la~ SO' slmple. that,he''Yho~JunS: ~ provislonsth~tanyclfi:l:en,~ad the' wilrd and unworthy lawyet.:imd.,,-- curr~nt -bf criticism and frustraful., William Byrd, one,ofthe'w
maY'readan~
wecanelimimlie'
right to"'pnictice' lawwithoui\'
eitrapolatingfromtht;
individual
tion that we so easily engender.
early settlers in Virginia, spoke of any. need for. the whole .petti- regard '!o"':prjor,;education,
to the general, condemn the whole
Doubtless we shall never reach .
. "those three great scourges of:, fogging ·pack.Greatrevolu~
training,
'eXperience. These prbfession.
Bar eXfJ,lllina,tions....the stage wh~.e we can honestly;
mankind: priests, .' lawyers, 'and .tionary societies have tried'it and." attempts"reflected
something' can, to a limitedexterit, ~k&P blit' say,' W1th:theLord Chancellor in , ~
physicians". Other epithets have·~ small states have tried'it.'Alniost··' more than the normal historical' or remove from practice the woe- Iolanthe, that
bee~t ..,appli~cl ... -~..sky.~piIot$. •.,•. everyradicaI- religious: group. has'" frustration with .the ·professions;·-'. fully unqualified. B~t Jher~~ i~
shysters,and quacks; charlatans,
tried .it: St Paul urged the early During twocenturies of colonial little we can do io~guard' 'ef~ The law is the true embodiment
leeches, and parasites.
The" Christians ·not'to. go to'law;
ilife/the colomsts bad been served fcbctivelyagainst the admission to Of everything that's excellent.
professions are resented; men Quakers tried to'settle all disputes byabench and bar most of whose the bar of the conscienceless law~ It has no kind of fault nor flaw ....
would prefer to dowithout them, by the invocation of "gospel' members were woefully lacking in yer devoid of moral direction and
but again andagaint~ey find thaLorder"
'without recurrence to the legal training, Distrust oflawyers . dedicated only to 'amassing fees. That was Gilbertain parody of
professional
comthey cannot,liis
frustrating to be: courts; arid the Mormons in this thus became more deeply in- There is less we can do to weed Victorian
driven by some mess in which one' country tried to eliminate the need grained than ever, especially dis- them out from the ranks of those placency. The legal system that
. finds oneself to have to consult a for any of their number to study trust of lawyers who gave them- who are already members of the we have inherited has many faults
professiooal;:,man.
It is partilaw,
.
selves airs and prated about pro- bar, An handful of the grossest and flaws; so doubtless we shall .
cularly ann;oying because the
aut it never works. The lawyers fessional status. Mimy a lawyer's and stupidest violators of the can- never rea~h~tlfe stage where the
physician is likely to appear in keep coming back. When I first library after the. Revolution ons will be disbarred. But the law does justice, and that not by
radiant health compared to the entered on the practice of law in consisted only of,,; the . four real sharks among' the shysters halves, to all who resort to her
miserable" conditiori
of the Maryland, the state had recently volumes of Blackstorie's Com- are, as they always ,have been, courts and to her practitioners.
patient; the clergyman is likely to established a system o("People's
mentaries. Blackstone wiote lucid sharks - able and agile as well as But'this does not excuse us from
straining
after
the
goal.
appear at peace with God and his Courts" to hear small claims.
English prose readily accessible to predatory and unprincipled.
dying
world; the lawyer is likely to. They were to be informal;' and any person of moderate inteIIiOne way in which we can give Remember Mattathias's
appear contented and well~fed.
they were -- the one in Baltimore
gence and education. Part· of prospective clients a measure of counsel ,to his sons: "be valiant,
It is not surprising then that our
sat in a loft over the fish market.
B Ia c k s ton e' sen
0 r m 0 u s protection is to reduce the need and shew yourselves men in
behalf of the law; for by it ye
literature abounds with reflect- The statute provided that the rules popularity was' due' to the fact. for the services of lawyers,
.ions of this recurring resentment
of evidence were not to apply.
that he was read by many far- especially among those who are shall obtain glory". -(I Maccabees
of lawyers as well as of the other The hope was that parties would
mers, merchants, and men of generally least able to be selective 2.64.)
two
professions. Jack Cade's
not be represented by lawyers.
affairs. This made it more .diffi- in retaining counsel.' No-fault
Butcher proposes: "The first"~ Just a friendly magistrate in a cult for members of the bar who insurance eliminates the necessity
©COpy
Right
1979 David
thing we do let's, kill all the rumpled sack suit sitting behind a had little beyond Blackstone in for those injured in motor-car
Lowther
lawyers." (II Henry VI, IV.ii. 70.) desk, listening to the informal
the way of a legal armory to lay collisions to cast every claim for
'~!"">'-'"
Samuel Johnson,when
writing complaints of fellow citizens, and successful
'claim
to being compensation in the mold of a '
his tragedy Irene said that, in the dispensing.
a common-sense
members of an indispensible, potential full-scale court action in
final act, "I intend to put my justice amid the homely sounds . arcane profession. Furthermore,
which blame will be assigned as
heroine into the. ecclesiastical and smells of the vending of fresh the spring tide of democracy was the basis for awarding money.,
court of Lichfield, which will fill fish, But most of the parties
running against such pretensions. damages. Similarly, if we made it. ~!
up the utmost measure of human
seemed to wish the aid of counsel;
All men were equal and the verY as simple to dissolve a marriage as ;"-'
calamity". ,(Bate, Johnson,
, so lawyers became a standard part
notion of a learned caste elevated it is 'to contract one -- merely a i
159.)' Dickens desj:ribed "the
of the People's Court scene. above the commonality of citizens matter of making a public record,
public offices of the legal profes- Increasingly the ideal ofiriforwas anathema to the patriot.
in a marriage-license clerk's office
sion" as being places "where
mality was forgotten, Counsel
This democratic anti-profes- -- we could eliminate the whole
writs are issued, judgements
habitually
would object
to sional approach could work rn a area in which the dreary but
signed, declarations filed, the evidence on the ground that it was frolltier community. Thus An- lucrative divorce-mill operates ..
numerous
other
ingenious
hear-say or for some other reason
drew Jackson,
whose legal And pruning away the wild and '-'
machines put in motion for the indamissible. And both counsel
training seems to have consisted noxious growth from criminal
torture and torment
of his and magistrate would be sur- solely of drinking in-bar-rooms,
laws would eliminate the need.for
Majesty's liege subjects and the prised to have it pointed out that,
became a judge in Tennessee and vast numbers of prosecutions
comfort and emolument of the by force of statute, the rules of would regularly instruct juries, each with its attendant legal .
practitioners of the law". (Pick- 'evidence did not obtain in that
"Do what is right, that is what the .figures, We can start by repealing· . j 1,
O
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Page Six

Law & the Silver Screen
"

:In 'both "The Godfather" and
Once again the lawyers are por(Jack Palance) hired by the tive for the methods lie employed
"The Godfather II", the proper' frayed as malicious and self-serv. Kevin Grile
powerful cattleman.
to obtain the confession. In fact;· code of behavior within the i!lg, and the judge more interested'
and Israel Goldowitz
h . d
the District Attorney produces a
family I'S not measured by legal in retaining his job than 'in dispenIn looking at t e mo ern wes- Berkeley law professor to explain
I
•
0 I
h
h ki d
h
.
tlll
fi
d
that
standards but by family loyalty,
sing justice.b nd yd wMen t Krin"l
e InPeople percieve institutions in. tern, t e moviegoer SIlO
S
to Harry the ramifications of the
as emp hasized in the Family's
Iy, white- ear e 'Offi
. r., c:. .~ ...e
various ways, and lawyers and the f orce an d guns ra ther than legal Miranda decision. Then, when the
. . Ies an d fai
'
. lawyer, Tom Hagen ... Hagen
has the U.S. Post
Ice urmg 10
legal profession are no exception. 'pnnclp
aim ess are the ' D.'A'." informs an
incredulous
dd
• perceptions
(Robert.Duval) I'Sa participant 10 thousands of letters a d hressed hto
Nowhere are these
u lti
umate b arome ter s of justice . Harry that the killer must go free,
ThiIS d epen d ence on guns to Harry storms out of the office in
Family policy-making yet at the him
does the judge,
better reflected than in the arts.
h an
M ence
K' t Ie .
ide w h 0 an d w h a t I'S right is disgust, Harry can not relate to a
same time he has no interaction
law,- concede t at . r. I nngOhe ,
especially the movies. This article. d eCI
. f sequence system where an emphasis on
with other attorneys and does no might actually ex!st..' n"
will . examine the portrayal of exernp lifi
I ied' 10 a b ne
I
h
f rom R 0 b er t Altman's "McCabe'
legal business which d.oes not God";' the trial scene
lawyers and the legal profession
individual legal rights are prefer. mvo ves t e
involve the Family.
.
, defamation of a sleazy evangelist
in film, and is divided into four an d M rs. Miller"
I er . McCabe (War - red over efficient, law enforceComedy can take many forms
by a man {John
sections-Westerns,
Police En-. ren Beatty), co-partner in the·
t
G d haiDenver)
Id h' whof
forcement,
Comedy,
and: town'smostprofitablebusiness(a
men.
but certainly one way-to provide
claims that 0 . as to
rm 0
The same Detective Callaghan
laughter is to make formal insti- His displeasure with
Drama-for
ease and conve- whorehouse), refuses to sell' his
G dthe(G evanoperation to the powerful ho~din~ IS confronted with an even more
tutions look ridiculous and ser- gelist, Although
0
eorge
nience.
l'OUSpeople seem petty. The law- Burns) appears to verify d'Denver's
The western .genre of film company at the deflated pnce It insidious situationh ind "Magnum
b ttl
Force". There,
and the legal profession have story, no tangible evi
of
Provides both an interesting and: is willing to pay .. In response,
.
f e oes tha eyers
bef ence h
ugs
no t escaped such satirizing. A fi.ne, God's appearance
lore
informative guide to the percep-: the company dispe..nses its hired with a group
d 0 young
d'~
he . dt e
example
is George Cukor's
court remains, Thus, t e JU ge
tion of law during the nineteent h : 'gunman and hiS two assistants to wearing ba ges an. umrorms
hi Id b
.
e "Adam'.s Rib" (1949), .one of a discounts the validity of the evicentury
in the Wild West .. In the: kill McCabe. Frantically trying to Who believe that justice s hou
standard
western
film, two protect himself, McCabe seeks delivered right between t e eyes,
series of Hepburn-Tracy
com-, dence presented,
refusing to
elements. are immediately, appa~ the aid of an attorney (William with all questions asked later, ifat .. edies. A Distriet Attorney (Tracy) . recognize what he has just seen.
rent: first, the law is represented' Devane). McCabe's interest h all. About all that can be said in is surprised ~o find, that h.is wife
While a trial setting in comedy
by one man, the sheriff, who clearly in self-preservation as he' favor of these young 'Iawinen
(Hepburn)
IS .~~cmg . him as .• films is often employed to express
wears a . tin star! !I and uses tells the attorney, "I'm just trying (David Soul and company) is that
defense counsel !n an attempted
views on social attitudes,
in
sur
'
Brot h ers
force(guns) to keep"or der;' an d no·t to get shot." McCabe wants their method of dispensing justice
'1
mur d er case. H e.ISeven more
.
,- _ "Duck Soup" the Marx
'second,
the importance of a to get a group of armed men 'Saves court costs. It is trul~ chi - prised to Jearn that the Ideal of use the trial setting as a vehicle for
man's private code, an internal
together which will provide the ling to watch one of these Ideal- equal. rights
women figur~s rapid-fire jokes. At the outse,t,
body of rules that governs a needed protection, but the lawyer', istic "rogue .cops" wave asid~ a, prommently 10 the defense of thiS Firefly' (Groucho)
asks Bob
. man's integrity and ultimate duty.. feels that such an action is unwarproffered bnbe from a speedmg
routine .case. The ~efense t~eory
(Z'eppo)
for' the indictment
A film that manifests both these ranted. He would rather McCabe
motorist, and then carry out.a
IS th~t smce ~ ma~ ISI~gally JUStl- papers. Bob replies:' "I-didn't
elements is' "High Noon"(i952).
rely on the judicial process. How- summary death ~ente~ce. What IS fied 10 sh0c;>tinghiS Wife when he think those papers were imporIn this Fren Zinneman film- a ever,the
protection whicli the even more dlsturb10g about
finds h~r 10 the embrace of a tant at this time." Firefly anssheriff(Gary Cooper) has just left lawyer promises McCabe never "Magnum Force" is the POS!- ~tranger; and men and women are
:
"Youdidn't'think
they were
'on a honeymoon with his new :materializes and when the com- Watergate theme oflawlessness 10 10 ~II respects equal ~efore thewersimportant? You realize I had my
bride(Grace Kelly), when in- pany's hendhmen come to town,
high places, personified by Police, ~aw~ erg?, a w~man IS equally, dessert wrapped in those papers." .
Holbrook,. the
Justified 10 shootmg her husband,
..
.
.. I .
formed by a townsperson t h at McCabe is forced to shoot it out. " Commissioner Hal h'
1
. 'f"Icant IS
. J 0h n F or d' s bmastermind
of . t ti
IS .partlcu ar in similar' circumstances. Tracy
A short
1m
Frank Miller, a d angerous gun-" ' AIso slgm
d f
. whtle
Id 'fh later,
. f Chico
d 'It
slinger the sheriff had put in· "The Man Who Shot Liberty Valran 0 cut-rate JUS ce.,
.
has no quarrel with the minor pre- (Chico) ISto I e IS oun gUl y
prison five years earlier, has been ance' (1962), a film that involves
The modern lawman is not the mise of the syllogism, but he is of high treason. he will be shot.
pardoned and is returning on the the transition from the wild Old only'one who _finds himself handdetermined to prove to his wife Chi~olini objects. The indignant,
noon train to settle his private
West to the civilized New West. In cuffed, by' tJfecriminal justice
that snooting is never justified,
prosecutor asks on what grounds.>
vendetta with the sheriff and the', "TbeMariWho Shot Liberty Val- 'system.
"Death
Wish", ari even if he is unable to convince' Chicolini responds: HI couldn't
towil. Cooper, caught between his
ance"" James Stewart plays an 'average man (Charles Bronson)
the jury. He succeeds, in one of think of anything else to say."
private life and jmblic duty, never idealistic lawyer from the East finds the judicial process an the best. known scenes of the HepThen the following converwavers and chooses to return to who. preaches moral principals inadequate recourse for. justice burn-Tracy series, involving a sation transpires between the
town. 'For the remainder of the and justice, including a classroom after those responsible 'for his death threat with a licorice gun.
prosecutor and c:hicolini:
movie, Coop'er searches the town
lecture on liberty and freedom. . wife's murder ,and daughter's
Unlike "Adam's Rib", where Prosecutor:
"When were you
for help in dealing with Miller and
However,the town is still filled mental breakdown go unpunsocial issues provide the source of ' born?"
,
his hired hands, but his quest is in' with lawless violence, and the ished. Enraged by these senseless much of the humor, in HMr. D- Chicolini: "I don't remember. I
vain. The townspeople
are
protection of the' citizenry from' acts, be designates himself a one- eeds Goes To Town" the comedy
was just a little baby."
frightened of Miller and the the likes of hired gunslingers such man dispenser of justice. Posing
involves the customs and manners' Prosecutor: '~Isn't it true you
ruthless and wanton lawlessness as Liberty Valarice (Lee Marvin) as a potential victim, he lures of a court more concerned with tried to sell Freedonia's secret war
he represents. Yet despite the depends upon the aCtions of men' criminals to attempt unlawful acts pomp than substance. In this', code and plans?"
town's cowardice, Cooper never with' the character of. the rigll-and
then shoots them. By this Frank Capra comedy a young
Chicolini: HSure, I sold .a code
falters and remains alone to face' teous,
"Shanelike'~
Donovan method he accomplishes what the man from the country (Gary Coo- and two pair of plans."
Miller and his gang in the final (John Wayne). Stewart, an up- legal process can oot-a
reducper) inherits a great sum of money The judge interrupts: HHave you
shootouL .Cooper is the law and
right man who lives by the legal tion lit crime. The social utility of and comes to the city to decide anyone here to defend you?"
cannot shirk from his responsibilprocess and not the gun, is ulti- this gun-wielding method of jushow to spend it. Naturally the Chicolini: "It'sa no use. I even
ities, and besides, he is a man with mately forced' into a shootouttice
is recognized by the police • slick city folks attempt to take ' offered to pay as high as eighteen
a private sense of justice, and
with Valance, in which he appa- officer who finally discovers the .advantage of his naive, folksy dollars but I no coulda get somesuch a moral code will not permit
rendy shoots the wicked, much- identity of the vigilante" for ways. including some distant rela~ one to defend me."
him to abandon the town when feared man. This gives Stewart instead of apprehending him,the ' tives who are represented by a Firefly barges in: HLook at
danger is near, even though the the notoriety that catapaults _him detective tells him to leave town.
greasy, avaricious lawyer. When Chicolini' He sits there alone, an
townspeople themselves are too to the United States Senate, but it Later the, press is told that the Deeds decides to use his money to abject figure."
frightened by lawlessness to put is later revealed that Donovan,-' vigilante is still at large,'presuhelp the poor, the relatives'
Chicolini: '~I object."
up a defense.
.
hidden from view, actually fired mably to maintain reduced crime lawyer tries to prove that Deeds is Firefly: "I say look at Chicolini.
A pair of famous westerns
'the shot killing Valance. Thus, it levels.
.
insane. What follows is a sheer He sits there alone, a pitiable
similar to "High Noon" in that
is ultimately the expert use of the
From the individual private
mockery of the pomposity of law object. (aside to Chicolini) Let's
law embodies right and right is gun, symbolized by Donovan and code of HDeath Wish", it is only as witnesses parade to the stand to .see you get out of that one'"
embodied in one man are "My
the Old West, that allows Stewart a small step to the social order
give totally irrelevant information'
The judge again interrupts: "That
Darling Clementine" (1946) and to "shoot" Liberty Valance, an " depicted in "The Godfather" and on Deeds'psychological state. For sort of testimony we can elimi"Shane" (1953). In both these act which symbolizes the ascen- "The
Godfather
II",
where .example, two old ladies from his . nate."
movies, resolution of the conflict
dency of the civilized New West.
power rather than law is the deterhome town te,stify that Deeds is Chicolini: HAt'sa fine. I'll take
takes place outside the judicial
The counterpart of the Old mining force.· The Corleone
Hpixily" (i.e. strange), while an 'some."
process. In John Ford's "My
West's fast-draw,
gun-toting
family consists of violent people
Austrian psychoanalyst prOduces Judge: "You'll take what?"
Darling Clementine", the Cla~
lawman is the modern police who are immune.from any legal charts to prove Deeds is manic- Chicolini: "Eliminate. A good
ton family (led by patriarch Wal- enforcer. Once again the movie- sanction. In turn, the legal prodepressive. It is only when Deeds cold ~ass eleminate."
ter Brennan)" indiscriminandy
goer finds the modern law enfor- cess is subject to their will. Thus,
breaks his self-imposed silence
The fast-pace
lampooning
kills Wyatt Earp's (Henry Fonda) cer has his own private. code of when sgmeone seeks to sell nar-' and tears through the veneer of continues when it is announced
brother.
When' the Cilintons justice, and nowhere is this better coticson a large scale, he not only greed and human insensitivity
that Sylvanian troops are about to
refuse to turn themselves in, realized than in the character of seeks Vito Corleone's approval
that he shows he is more normal
invade. Chicolini and the Minister
Earp, the marshall, and Doc Detective Harry Callaghan (Clint ,butthe freedom from interference
than anyone else in the court-' have the followiqg conversation:
Holiday (Victor Mature) are Eastwood). In "Dirty Harry",
of Corleone-controled judges and ,room,
including the doodling
Minister: "War would mean a
forced to battle the Clantons in a Detective Callaghan stalks a psy- politicians. Similarly, in HGod~ judge.
prohibitive increase in our taxes."
climatic shootout.
SimilarlY, in chotickiller
(Reni Santini)who
father 11". the Senator from Ne·
Two other comedies, "Miracle' 'Chicolini: "Hey; I got an uncle
George Stevens' "Shane", when derives extreme pleasu1J.from
vada is blackmailed so that he will on 34th Street" and "Oh God",
lives in Texas."
'
, the homesteaders are being run ,murdering San Francisco citizens. not stand in the way of Family
involve'trials concerning the exis- Minister: "No, I'm talking about
off their land by" the wealthy When Callaghan finally does business, and a key witness
tence of folk heroes and even God taxes-money~ollars."
cattle baron, Shane (Alan Ladd) catch the deranged killer and against the Family ina Congreshimself. In "Miracle on 34th Chicolini: "Dollasl That's where
reluctantly straps on his gun to places him behind bars, the Dis- sional investigation is neutralized
Street", the existence of Kris my uncle lives. Dallas, Texas."
contest the malevolent gun slinger trict Attorney berates the detec- through threats.
Kringle/Santa Claus is at issue.
'
-(Continued on page 12)
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I.awjfers in Literatur«

by John Lambert
A slave tocrowds, scorch/d with
the summer's heats,
"_
In court the wretched lawye~ toilS~
and sweats:
While smiling nature, in her best
attire
'
,
Doth sooth each sense, and joy
and love inspire.
Can he, who knows, that real
good should please,
Barter for"gold his liberty and
ease?
,,'.
'
Thus, Paulus. preach'd:
when
entring at the door
Upon his board or client pours the
ore.
He grasps the shining gift, pores
o'er the cause,
,
Forgets the sun, and dozes on.the
laws.
It is doubtf"iI1 whether any
single profession,
with the,
possible' exception of the clergy,
has taken as many lumps in
literature as lawyers. Throughout
the history of Middle and Modern
English literature, the reader can
always find a .moment where the
'attorney is the subject of the
author's ridicule' and scorn or
embodies what must, be considereclrather'doubtfulqualities
at best. As in the above ditty
attributed to an 13th century Irish
judge, Robert Lindsay, the attorney.is often placed with dark
and musty' libraries, mole-like
eyes; and the.. clinking of gold,
pieces.
'

,characters on the pilgrammage,
remarkably
similar to recent :be found in Dreiser's
The
without any attorneys and brings
His Tale is found between the counter-culture complaints with Amer,iean Tragedy.
Dreiser's
to mind Thomas Morels Utopia.
Cook's and Reeve's on the one attorneys and the-system
in treatment of the attorneys in- In More's representation of the
side and the Wife of Bath's on the general. The control a lawyer may .volved in Clyde Griffith's murder
perfect society, there are no
other. These three tales being exert through words and an trail is telling and disturbing. For
lawyers.
particularly ribald, the Man of understanding of his ownrules is the people, there is the district
.Law's Tale, and its obvious beyond Cade's comprehension
attorney. He is obviously upset at Moreover, they absolutely banish,
allegorical context, stands out as and the rather
ungenerous'
the cold-bloodedness
of the from their country all lawyers,
being a more appropriate story response to the lawyers is simply - crime, but still much of the
who cleverly manipulate cases
for a penitiential
religious
off with their heads.
.motivation . and explanation for and cunningly argue legal points.
pilgramage.
This antipathy towards 'the ,his' fervor for, justice-vengence
They consider it a good thing that
Yet Chaucer is careful not to let game controlling and sophistry of may be traced to his political
every man should plead his own
any particular character come off attorneys, or at least the ap- goals. '
' cause and say the same to the
.joo weiland undermines the Man
pearance of'such to non-lawyers
On the other side are the Judges as he would to his own
of Law with the Tale being told in is most effectively' enacted in . defendant's
two' enlightened,counsel.
a very tight and tiring' rhyme Dicken's Bleak House. The novel: sympathetic,
and waspish at" It is a discouragloglhought for a
scheme and the marvelous under- . is tied together with the marathon :torneys. It is an unsettling process law student, but in an allegedly
cutting in the' Prologue: UNo suit, Jarndyce v, Jarndyee (the to watch the .attorneys twist the' perfect society, like More's, there
wher so bisy a man as he ther likes of which may soon be found tfacts of ihe case so that it appears
is no need for lawyers. More here,
nas.ZAnd yet hesemed bisier than again with the IBM anti-trust suit) tthat the defendent had actually seems to be most concerned with
he was." Chaucer grabs hold of involving the settlement of an -experienceda penitential moment
the word gymnastics sometimes
the attorney's
sense of self- estate. The suit has dragged on .before the "accidental" murder.
employed by the profession. This
importance and in this instance
longer than anyone can remember !Most disturbing is that the misuse of rhetoric seems to be the
points out its inflated nature. The and no end is in sight. At the end ;lawyers appear to convince the source of the appearance of
general effect of the "semed
of the novel, it is discovered that ; youngdefendant
in the truth of amorality' ;:and .the intellectual
bisier'" and "wordes weren so the suit must finally end as . this new story. Their persuasive prostitutlon.ofwhlch
lawyers are
wise" is that of a slightly pom- lawyers fees have devoured -the -ability
prevents Clyde from
sometimes' accussed. To' most
pous and patronizing fellow, a. entire estate: The happy ending of ; experiencing
a genuine con- people involved in the legal
characterization
that
soon the novel IS. enhanced by the 'frontation with the facts and a profession, these complaints seem
became very familiar,
termination of the suit as now all 'sincere confession before his silly' or at best naive. We know
The attorney often seems to be the characters can get away from : electrocution .. If the reader is better. Still, More provides a
placed in an urban environment
.lawyers and quit fretting over i willing
to 'stay
within' the refreshing notion. For just as he
and this certainly cannot help his who is going to get the estate ,i Christian context created,' he knew thatan earthy utopia would
reputation
in anyway.
Dr. .Litigation breeds unhappiness.
J realizes that the lawyers' twisting
never be realized, he also recogJohnson in his description of a ' One of the most memorable : may be responsible for Clyde's
nizes that society could never
rancid London, found in the aspects of the novel ,is Dicken's i incomplete
confession' .. and
function, without lawyers. Still
poem, London indicts lawyers as characterization of a law clerk, . possible
failure
to achieve 'that does not mean that one
well: "And here the fell attorney
William Guppy, (You have to 'salvation.'
"':should
not strive for some ideal
prowls for prey." In what might
love Dicken's names.) Our protoDreiser'sstory
line leaves the like a utopia and as part of that
be the first portrayal of the typical law student, "the young reader questioning whether Clyde' effort, have lawyers try to work
man of thename of-Guppy" falls might not have been better, off themselves out of a job,
ambulance chaser Johnson "eel
For those of you who .are
,.'
~
deri " .the-assocl
.'
f that he could not accurately
in love with the heroine and tells
w~n ~r1Dg.at '~ e ,aSSOCiatIOn0
d
ibe. ,
d
S d
. '. h
' of his love or as he w9u1d have it~
thls'dltty.wlth'hteraturel' the'poem·,' ,es~~~.~_~,.ltl~
.~~n p om.wit OU~, .....files a decla'ration.'f:LateTin the
...~~.'''i''};'.:.'.''''
is a prefacetotlonathan
Swift's' some ",ul}complimenta.ry,
novekafter the beautifuf heroine
The Answer. Swiftrarely letsany references to lawyers. Pr~whng 'has been disfigured by 'the pox,
ff
d th I
'.
' for prey leaves the feeling of
group.o
an
eawyer
IS no aggression
and indifference
and Guppy discovers the harm, he
exception;
"
towards fairness. Money seems to asks her to make.a complete state ..
I ?w.n, the curses of m~nkl~d
' be the soie objective.
ment "before a witness, whose
Sit Itght upon a!awyer s mmd: '
It is not only recently that
name and address he carefully
The clamours of" ten thousand
attorneys, have been associated
notes with legal precision, that
tongues .
.
with wealth. Chaucer's Man of i there never has been any
Break not hIS rest, nor hurt hIS Law had been well-traveled and ,engagement,
or promise
of
,Iung~
,was
"girt with a ceint of silk."
imarriage between them." Guppy
I ow~ hIS conscIence a~waysfree,
This silkbeJt, certainly not flashy, .doesn't like disfigured faces.
prOVIded he has got hISfee.)
would have been indicative of 'Guppy at times is reminiscent of
Secure of consta~t peace within. "
some affluence an,d placed the ',the first year law student who
He ~nows no qUIet who knows no lawyer in a social strata above and :can't wait to be pulled over by the
~m. .
'
beyond". most of ,the other ,police
with his' knowledge of
SWift dn".es at a very c~mm~n pilgrims. The Man of Law would "procedureal
,rights.
A little
apprehenSIOn of the publIc w~th have 'been in tweads and not
,knowledge isa dangerous thing.
respect to lawyers: lawyers gUIse double~knit.·
'All
in all, Guppy is one of the
of indifference or amo!'ality or
This social prominence and
most reprehensible
characters
.~
perhaps for some" theu actual association with some wealth
ever and the novel offers one of •
.amorality.
This" fear
when certainly not of gentry propor:
the more scathing treatments of
,
Finallythere's an airline flyingout of BaltimorelWashington
mingled with the perception of the tions is confirmed in Shake- 'the legal profession.
International Airport with the same low fare for everybody.
,
Our $310 roundtrip fare to Luxembourg is the only fare we have.
attorney functioning s~lely for spea:e's forgettable play Henry
Despite
the
enormous
It goes for any seat on the plane. On any flight. The one-wl!}'
money, leaves the dlstaste.ful VI, Part Ii. Cade the rebel and his
popularity
of Earl Stanley
fare, of course, is $155. Depart any Saturday. Return any.Friday.
impression of the att~rney bem.g followers are talking of revolting:
,Gardner's Perry Mason novels,
For extra convenience we can provide you with connections from
an intellectual prostltute~ ThiS
'.
.,
,".
(he is now reputed to - be the
BaltimorelWashington to our daily New York-Luxembourg .
.
.
b found I'n most ,DIck. Theflrst thmg we do, lets
world's best-selling author, ahead
service at no extra charge. This option is availableeither coming
ImpreSSion may .e
k'll II h I
eras and 'will probably not be, I a. t e awyers.
, of even Harold Robbins), the
or going, but only on roundtrip purchases.
alleviated with famous lawyers ',Cade. !'lay that I mean .~o do. Is 'Iawyer has not been accorded
.
Alongwith the seat you'll get confinned reservations, friendly
service, good food and free wine and cognac. All the things you've
·
d f "
lane crash 'not thIS a/amentable thmg,,that
much' better treatment in more
I
p.ac.mgs
a s or alrp
oif the skin oif an innocent lamb
come to expect from an airline, .except the restrictions.
recent times. There is of course,
t
VICIms.
h I'd b'
d
'h
""h t'
Tickets may be purchased anywhere in the U.S.A., and
The first significant portrayal s ou
e ma ~ pare .mentr' ,a
the exception of Atticus in
~
are good for a fullyear.
in -English literature of someone ..parchme'lt, beIng ~eTlbbled 0 er
Harper's
Lee's . "To
Kill .a
~.
We hope you like Icelandic's
in the legal profession may be SbhOU/~
undboa m an.
, ~o!"ehsaYbth,e Mockingbird," who comes across
own service out of Baltimore/
I
found in Chaucer's The General
ee stmgs: ~t say,
JIS t e ees
as dignified, moral, and for a.
Washington International. We
les
wax:
for
I
dl'd
but
seal once to a 'change, not materia, lis,tic. The
know you're going to like
tebury
Ta
. h' , d I
..
,
P ro Iogue to Th e C an
: ourpnce.
'rs to portray the t Ing,an
was never mIne own,
reader's credibility, "is not "taxed
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FOCU~ON... Fred Gra
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have considerable due process. Now we
the board on Professional Responsibility.
Code of Professional Responsibility prohave
made a major departure and that is
Then there's an appeal to the court. It's
mulgated by the ABA, there is a pro- .
with the relaxation of the rules of
like
an
appeal-it's
not
really
an
appeal
'vision,in
1-103(a); I believe " ...
a .
evidence. We have non-lawyers on these
Briefs are filed, oral arguments are heard.
lawyer possessing unprivileged knowlpanels and we don't go into !he technical
Q.
To
.the
:
court-would
that
be
. edge of a violation of 1-120, which is a
rules of evidence supposedly m search for
Superior Court? . .
serious misconduct rule-he's required to
thetruth. We try to not get technical at
A.
DC
Court
of
Appeals.
We
are
an
report it. But before we adopted ~Il.disour hearings. That's some help. Now, a
arm of the District of Columbia Court of
ciplinary rules the DC Bar ~ssoclatlOn,
decision came down last week that may
Appeals. See, the Board on Professional
coincidentally under the auspices of our
tighten these things up again. We're conResponsibility is a nine member board
present chairman of the Board of Professidering what were going to do about that
comprised
of
7
lawyers.
and
2
nonsional Responsibility, the chairman of the
decision. lawyers •. The lawyers aretselectedfrom
old ethics committee of the DC Bar AsMost of our- cases are documentary
nominees
provided
by
the
Board
of
sociation, Larry Latto
evidence-cost files, grants, writs and
Governors. The Board of Governors are
wrote an article for the old publication
things like that. If we wait until the day of
the elected representatives of the bar. The
called, I think it was DC Bar Journal. He
the hearing to present the evidence, it
Board of Governors provides three
pointed
out
some
of
the
things
that
he
by Steve Kleifield
makes the hearing committee members
nominees
for
each
vacancy
on
the
Board
thought were wrong with the Code of
very unhappy because they have to sit
of Professional Responsibility. The court
Professional Responsibility. Thereafter a
If you plan on practicing in the District
tbere and wait and we've got all these
picks
the
members
of
the
Board
of
Profesreferendum ensued and there were a lot of
of Columbia, you might want to meet
people tied up. We used to do that~
sional Responsibility.
changes. We didn't adopt the Code of
Fred Grabowsky socially, but you would
that's the way we were when we first got
Q.
Is
it
helpful
having
non-lawyers?
In
Professional Responsibility in toto. One
probably rather not have him call on you
started we used technical rules-we
what way can they contribute?
of them was if your client makes a. misin a professional
capacity . Mr.
authenticated
these things-s-you
a
A. I think non-lawyers have made a
representation on the stand what are the
Grabowsky is Counsel for the Board on
lawyer?
really great contribution to the system. I
lawyer's obligations? The code said that
Professional Responsibility of the D.C.··
Q. I'm a law student.
think" a lot of people felt that the nonif after calling upon your client to rectify
Bar, whichmeansthanheds responsible
A. Did they teach you ARC? American
lawyers would just be cosmetic. I think
for all discriplinary actions brought
the fraud he didn't rectify the fraud, your
Red Cross?
they're therapeutic.
They .make the
against lawyers in the District. After
obligation was to tell the judge your client
Q.No.
.
lawyers explain to them why a certain rule.
serving in the Marine Corps for twenty
was lying. Well, we struck that last part,
A. Authenticity, relevancy and compertains. Sometimes the rules that we
years, during which time he became an
we didn't adopt that. Later on the ABA
petency? That's what you have to do to
lawyers honor don't make a lot of sense
expert in grazing cattle in pecan groves
came to realize there was such thing as atenter a .document into evidence. When
to non-lawyers -. It's easy for us to get
owned by the government,and jurisdictorney/client privilege. So they modified
you have a prior record or something like
wrapped up in minutia, and it's easy for
tional questions in Vietnam, he realized
the rule later on to say "unless protected
that, relevancy and competency are
the non-lawyers to see the forest instead
that he had to pay for his childrens'
by attorney/ client privilege." Well, we
usually established and all you have to
of the trees. We also have a problem with
education. So he entered the private
were in front and we struck that last part.
prove is authenticity. Wehad to bring in a
some of our proceedings being con.practice of law, doing mostly criminal
of the rule which required that they go to
witness-a
custodian of the records to
fidential.Now there is a standard that's
work. He became bar counsel·in 1973,the
the judge. That was one of the latter proprove authenticity; Well, we've gotten
been adopted by the ABA which says that
year the position was created, and has
visions. The other one was you don't
away from that, but we used to do it. -It
our hearings are open to the public, after
held the position since. His military trainsnitch without being asked to snitch. I
meant that we stopped proceedings and
the finding of probable cause. Our hearing seems to have given him the necessary
don't know any other bar that would
the members of the committee had to
ings are not open to the public. Our intoughness to do his job effectively, arid
have ever prosecuted
a lawyer for
throughout the interview it was apparent
formation only goes public after there's
read the transcript. It aggravated them
knowing something about another lawyer
that he enjoys his work. He has taught
been a recommendation for discipline;
and not turning him in. I think that's it'~
considerably-sthey wanted this stuff in .
courses on . professional responsibility,
a rule that just isn't going to be honored.'.
Weare
out in front of many other
advance of the hearing. So we made that
and is a popular speaker at area law
So our rule, I think, conforms. with
jurisidictions. Our old rule was that we
rule. And we submitted all this material
schools.
reality. Now we have had some cases, in
could not divulge anything pertinent to a
including prior disciplines before the
Q. Did you have any unique qualificafact, they occur frequently, where lawyers
disciplinary case until after. a recomhearing. The decision came down last
tions for this position? In other words,
see some misconduct; they don't have any
mendation for discipline had been filed
Friday in a case where a petition was disany particular reason why you were
problem turning the lawyer in. .
with the court. We requested a change to
missed against a lawyer. And part of the
chosen?
Q. Why would a lawyer turn another'
open these proceedings up more. We were
reason for dismissing it was that we had
A. They wanted a real lawyer for the
lawyerin?
out in front of all the other jurisdictions
sent this stuff out in advance. So we don't
job-a practicing lawyer,
A. Usually, when a lawyer turns
when we first made all. these recomknow where we are now. We may ask for
Q. Not an academic.
another lawyer in it's for any number of
mendations. But other jurisdiction have
a hearing en bane, we' may ask for a reA. Right.. There were other people
reasons. One, is, that lawyer had ofovertaken us and passed us in this regard
consideration by this panel, but right .
from academia and other administrators
fended the first lawyer's sense of honor,
because now the ABA's recommending
now, I'm getting some more data.
were, as I understand, seeking the job.
or his misconduct has been an offense to
that the actual trials be open. What you
Q. Actually you bring an action against
There weren't too many practicing
that one lawyer's perception of what the
don't see, you don't trust
a lawyer-a private individual doesn't.it
lawyers. I was the president of the local
bar requires of an attorney. The other is
Q. Michael Frame, who's from the
that correct?
superior court trial lawyer's association
that the lawyer has some ax to grind-he
ABA group that .. drafted the recent
A. We have until this week always
and had been for two years before I took
doesn't like the lawyer, there's been some
proposal advocatin.ll more open disprosecuted in the name of the District of
this job, and with my reputation as a trial
litigation between the two that's caused
ciplinary proceedings, said that most of
Columbia Bar against an attorney. We're
lawyer, I think they wanted a trial lawyer.
him to report the lawyer, there's litigation
the present disciplinary systems provide
goint to start using the court caption on
And much of what I did as the president
going on between them, maybe he has a
more due process for a lawyer than somethese cases and just refer to it, "In the
of the trial lawyer's association, involved
malpractice suit in the offing someplace
one accused of a capital crime. Do you
matter of .• ." We don't want to be cast
how to do things and how to do them
down the road. That's the various reasons
think this is a strong statement?
as adversaries. We're not really sure the
right-trying to educate the members of
for lawyer's filing complaints .. ComA. You know, we used to have a hearbar is a plaintiff because we're an arm of
the bar; there was a corrolation between
plaintants file complaints because they're
ing to determine .whether there was
the court.. So, we decided to change our
what I did there and the job.
unhappy with their lawyer. Lawyers, it's
probable cause. Then there was another
captions on these things .
Q. Could you explain your mainre. not quite that simple.
..
.hearing to make findings of fact. Then
sponsibilities?
.
Q. When a private individual instigates
Q. what sanctions can be applied?
there was a submission of briefs and oral
that action .•.
A. Investigation and prosecution of
A. Disbarrment,' suspension, public
arguments to get. a recommendation to
A. We don't prosecute in that incomplaints against lawyers of allegations
censor, reprimand~those:. are all public
the
court where again briefs were filed
dividual's name ..
'of misconduct. We don't require that
forms of discipline. Then there's one con-.
and again there was oral argument. And
there be a complainant.
.
Q. Do you keep that individual infidential .form of discipline called .an, .
then after there was a decision of the
formed?
Q. Would somebody call your office
admonishment .. An admonishment can
. D.C. Court of Appealsofthe disciplinary
A.Oh,
yes. Everything we do. One
directly if they had a complaint about
issue from this office with the approval of
matter .' 'The. case could be taken into the
their lawyer?
. other thing we do which is departure from
one member of a hearing committee. All
federal process or it could be appealed
the normal court' house proceeding is
A. We get telephone calls or read newsof our dismissals and admonitions and
directly
to .the Supreme Court, Now,
paper articles; whatever means we have to
charges must be approved by a member
we've eliminated one of those levels-the
.determining some kind of misconduct
of the trial body. There are eight trial
inquiry committee level. Now' probable
we'll investiagate. I just finished one
bodies-eight hearing committees they're
cause can be established by bar counsel
where a guy somehow got to a telephone
called. They're comprised of two lawyers
with the approval of a lawyer. We make a
and called us from the jail, and we wrote
and one .non-lawyer, And the lawyer
finding of facts and a recommendatiori to
. up a complaint for him and went through
members of those nearing committees
the disciplinary board. Briefs are subour process.
must approve-one of them-by designamitted and cases are orally argued before
Q. I've been told there's something
tion, any action we take. Then if we
the disciplinary board and the board can
referred to as an "Anti-Snitch" rule in
decide. to dismiss, or to admonish, that
r~primand. But if you want a discipline, a
DC-where if an attorney discovers that
ends the case unless the lawyer objects to
disbarrment and suspension or public
another attorney is acting unethically,
the admonition & wants to hear the case.
censor, they can only be imposed by the
then he's under no responsibility to turn
But thereafter, for the serious cases, we
court-where again, breifs are submitted
him in.
prefer charges. We find probable cause
and a~ain the case is orally argued. Not
A. Only if asked. If I ask him then he
for the charges and we try them. Theremany cases get an automatic two appeals..
-s ,
has an obligation to tell me. But under the
after there's. trial. 'There's an appeal to
~ don't think this statement is wrong. We ..
"
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and Professional Responsibility

once that complaintant testifies in a case
cause of money. That's what impells them
court took over on April 1, 1972, the rules
we let him sit there for the rest of the.
to c()mplain. 'Q1eY'11comein here and say
became effective April-I, 1972, and our
proceeding-in fact we encourage it-that
"I w~n t my money back, I was damaged
first disciplinary board was formed later
they stay. there to see how the proceedings
by this lawyer to this tune, he caused me
that fall.
are conducted. It's very important to us
two months delay.in getting some kind of
Q. Did this board bring any action
that our credibility and integrity be aca thing done, and it's worth money:'
against anyone who was involved in the
cepted by the public. The primary purThey think they can come here and obtain'
Watergate scandal?
pose IS to protect the public-'-we wantthe . damages. And we have to disabuse them'
A. Any of them? A whole lot of them.
public to have faith and confidence in
of that. Many times-"all
I want is my
'Dean, Mitchell, Colson, Kleindeinst
what we are doing.
'
'money-and
if you can't get .me my
"
. Q. Is there a confrontation right?-as
money, I don't want to talk toyou." And
.... Q. What eventually happened?
far as the lawyer is concerned?
.
we have to-persuade them that they have
A. All of them that were members of
A. Ohyeah-a
lawyer has .aright to
an obligation to the other members of the
the District Columbia. bar, .and a lot' of
cross examine" witnesses against him.
publicto straighten this lawyer out. Many
them were members-all but Nixon were'
S.ometim~s that makes our job very very
times, .more often than not; part of the
members of the District of Columbia Bar.
difficult, .because our complainants will
fall-out of the disciplinary process is a
Q. That must have been an interesting
complain and then disappear-especially
recovery of some kind to the client. If we
time.'
if the complainant is in ajail-the comdetermine there's some kind of overA. It was a very difficult and hard time.
plainant is released and we have a lot ~f
charging involved-or there hasn't' beep a
In fact, Watergate started the same time
trouble finding these people. We just'had
clear contract-we'll
hold the 'lawyer
this system started. So we were traila tough case this week-we lost a few.
responsibile for the 'ambiguity in the
blazing cases with Watergate cases. You
counts against the lawyer because the
contract and we'll refer these matters to
know, when a lawyer gets in trouble in
complainant disappeared. We did everybinding arbitration. We'll do alot . of
this system, they come in here 100
thing to get that fellow in here.
things-the people will get their money .. frequently not represented by counsel.
. Q. What's the most common type of
back.
Nothing could be inorestupid. But it concomplain?
Q. Do you think these ;procedures
tinually happens. 1 discourage it, but why
A. Neglect.
raise or lower the esteem with which the
they continue to do it, I don't know. I
Q. Is that mostly criminal?
public holds the lawyers? Do you think it
imagine there are some cases where it is
A. Criminal is way down the list.
helps or hurts the profession?
.
>: . the right thing to do. And I've seen some
A. 1 would think that its got to help the
successful defenses done by lawyers·
profession because it helps the public. We
without assistance. I've seen some em.
have a trust placed in the profession to
minently
unsuccessful
cases where
. discipline itself. No other professionlawyers try to' represent themselves. In
although there is lip service given by other
every' Watergate case, the respondants
professions to disciplining their own
were represented by emminently qualified
ranks-weare
the only profession that
counsel. The cases were fully litigated.
actually ..does it to my knowledge. How
When a case is fully litigated, it puts a
many doctors do you know have had their
great burden on a small staff. We were
license to practice medicine taken away
tremendously burdened and we still are.'
from them? Once they learn the so-called
We have one other counsel-we have a
competence they. become enshrined, we"
speQial,· a deputy assistant bar counsel
don't take that' license to;heelthesick'"
.thaeis -still-working on some' Watergate
away from them no matterwhatthey do.'
matters ...·
.
It happens every once in a while; We are'
Q. SO were any of the actions suealways disciplining lawyers for overcessful?
'.
reaching, not carrying out their contract
A. Mitchell was disbarred, we have a
Divorce,
matrimonial
matters,
of employment-neglecting
a matter
recommendation before the court for a
domestic relationships, are far and away
entrusted to them. We're serious about it.
five year suspension on Colson, the court
the most popular kind of complaint.
The only problems that we have is getting
hasn't acted on that yet. There was a
People that get in divorces normally have
the funding. How big a police force do
split-4-3 decision by our board-3 for disnever had a lawyer before. They're people
you want? If we had a bigger police force,
barrment and 4 for five year suspension.
that have never been in the litigation
we could do more disciplining of lawyers.
John Dean was disbarred. jKleindeinst
process-never have had to deal with a
Resources are a problem with every police
Was suspended. But that's all long, long
lawyer. And it's a very, very. serious
force. Local cops-if you have twice as
ago.
problein-this
divorce-to
the people
many cops, you get twice as many con. Q. Do you supervise lawyer advervictions, the public would be better
rising? Is that part of your responsibility?
involved. To the lawyer, it's probably the
protected. You've got to use reason in
'. A. Yes. But the rule in this jurisdiction
simplest kind of proceeding. So you have
determining how far you want to go.
is that we can only prosecute for false and
this big divergence of interest-or feeling,
Q. How many lawyers are in this office
misleading advertising. And we don't
concerning this litigation. The lawyer
associated with you?
.
have too much false and misleading
. goes to court and asks five questions, the
-A. There are four deputies, and three
advertising, so there have' been no
case is usually uncontested after all the
argument over the property, and, divorce'
assistant bar counsel plus a lawyer who is
'prosecutions during my tenure for ada law clerk. So we have 5 lawyers besides
vertising, And very few for soliciting.
is granted. To the man and the woman, it
myself working for me.
Q. I'm told that there's a split between
is the single most important event in their
Q.How long ago was the Board on
the DC Bar and the Bar Association of
entire lives. When they went into -this
Professional Responsibilitycreated? And' . the District of Columbia as to what rule
litigation, they paid their $150 or whatwas it in response to anything in parof lawyer advertising they want to use.
ever it is and they think that lawyer
ticular?
A. There are a lot of associations,
should be available to them to answer all
A.· Two things caused the creation of "voluntary
associations, federal bar asthese serious questions like-can I talk to
this system; Or three things. The Court
sociation the women's bar association,
my husband on the telephone?-is that
the Washington Bar Association, and the
going to jeopardize my chances for . Reform Act was one, which made the DC
Court of Appeals the highest court Of this
Association of the Bar of the District of
divorce?:-He didn't come like he said he
jurisdiction. It used to be the US District
Columbia. Each of them presents a
would on Sunday, he wants to come on
Court. When the DC .Court of Appeals
position when we have public hearings on
Monday. Is that all right? And the lawyer
took over the disciplining and admission
doesn't want to be bothered with all that
of attorneys, they needed' a system for
kind of stuff. And, it stands to reason,
doing so. Coincidentally, at that point in
here the client has sworn to love, honor,
time, 1969, 70, 71, the Clark Committee
cherish for the rest of their lives-their
report-are you familiar with that?
'
spouse-the person they truly love, and if
Q. Yes.
.
.
you get to that point where they don't
A. They created a sample type, or
want anything to do with that spouse anyoptimal system for the discipline of atmore, they file a complaint against that
torneys. It was logical for us, who were
spouse and get a divorce. Now, why
just starting off, to adopt the Clark
shouldn't that person, after being ofrecommendations-and
we did. We
fended by the lawyer, file a complaint
found there were some imperfections with
against him if tbey are willing to file a
.them, like that inquiry committee and, all
complaint against the person they chose
that due process, that's inherent in those
to love ,honor and cherish?
So
we
don't
--.
recommendations. But that's what we
have any present problem getting comdid. And at the time the court formed, we
plaints from divorced persons. The other
adopted what we thought was the but
kind of law that generates a lot of complaints, complainants USuanycomplain be~.;. system in the country at that time. Our

,

a rule change. The recommendation that
goes in to the court, represents a distillation of,all the factions that have come in.
:To say that association-has
differedwell, every association has differed in one
respect or another. It's not meaningful to
say there's been a difference.
Q. The ABA House of Delegates is currently considering a proposal that would
'allow investigators to make random
checks of bank accounts held by lawyers
.for their clients.
A. You should have been down in
Atianta;.1 was arguing this before when I
was the president of the National
:Organization of Bar Counsel. Last year I
'was the president and 1 argued some of.
.these thingswith Mike Frame. Mike and I
agreed on this, he's a former bar counsel,
he was a reporter for the Clark committee
'report. We've been together in the
discipline business for awhile. He's
against random audit, and I'm against
random audit. The reasons for our differences are not exactly : the same. "He
remembers the Nixon administration and
'talks about this, he talks about facism,
. going out and busting into homes and
. files-he doesn't like it thatway. I think I'm
more realistic about it. Let me say this, if
I'm given $10,000 for auditing, so' called
.random auditing, I'm not going to audit,
Felix Frankfuter. I'm going to audit Dirk
Sneeth. Understand what I'm talking
about?
Q.Not exactly.
..
A. There are certain .people atthis bar
whose records I would love to have access
to. One lawyer in the firm gets disbarredIlawyer B, I suspect lawyer A of the same
type of conduct-l
would love to audit
,his accounts, but I've never had a complaint against' him-I don't 'know what he
'does, but I'm very suspicious. My
speculation is that he's a guy that needs to
'be audited.
If I have limited funds with which to
audit, am I' going to randomly pick and
wind up with Felix Frankfurther when 1
have a chance to get Dirk Sneeth or some
sinister person running around?
Q. Well, what would be wrong with
that; wouldn't you be better off at least
.doing an audit like that rather than none
at all?
, A. You're going to waste your money.
'The only outfit that has-so-called random
audits is Iowa. I talked to a guy from
Iowa the other day and he said "Yes, we
randomly audit".:I: said, "it' must cost
you a lot of money; to audit a set of
books must cost you a fortune." He said,
"Well; we don't really have an audit." I
said what do you have? He said, "well the
lawyer tells us he's keeping his books in
. the right way:' 1 said that's not an audit.
He said "well, occasionally we verify the
fact that he's keeping his books, and we
have an educational process where he says
.he'll do this:' 1 said, "gee, that's great,
everybody should be educated as to how
-to keep a trust account, and if you verify
that he's doing
it right, you.. go ahead and
I"
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The American Agri~tdtural M~vemen{Sendsa Message to the Nadon's Capitol:
i

" IjYou Eat,· You Are Involved"
by Joan Hodge
Angry farmers were unwelcomed guests in our nation's capitol.
They motored expensive tractors
into the city at snail's pace,
paralyzing traffic and dangerously raising the ire of commuters
and the local police. The farmers
say they are fed up to the teeth.
Farm prices aren't keeping in line.
with the rising economy and inflation, "All we want," explained
one farmer, "is to meet a fair
price in the market place." Better
prices would mean that small farmers can keep up with rising costs

of land and equipment to survive
and produce.
According to a·Feb. 19th article
in NEWSWEEK, the representative for small farmers, The American AgriculturalM9ve.l!l~1!b demands a raise in the price of 90
percent of parity to keep prices up
with production cost, thereby
enabling farmers to buy and stay
alive.
,joyed
A HISTORY OF PROTESTORS"
In early American history.Tarmers stormed the capitol to rally
in protest. Their political strength
in numbers literally terrified past

presidents. The concept of "par-.

rule. Generally, agriculture is
healthy."
of those 1930 protests. But with
UNSUITABLE TIMING?
times. changing, the farmers de"
Perhaps the political calculacreased in numbers, but produc-: tion for the small farmer demands
tion increased by farm corporais ill-timed. With the prevailing
tions, with the middleman pocket- mood on the Hill for budgetary
ing large profits. The government
restraint and national election
stepped in and passed regulations
seems far off in 1980,small won- .
and price subsidies apparently en- der the President and Congress
by the big farm producers.
have been less than responsive to'
Unlike the small farmers, giant the protestor's demands. Even:
farm corporations can withstand. during a congressional committee"
bad weather
droughts'
and . hearing, Bergland steadfastly op- :
spiraling inflations.
posed the demands' of the tractor
BAD BUSINESS JUDGMENT.
farmers.
The Secretary
wasMost of the protestors are' promptly taunted by boos.
young Wheat Belt farmers from' RESTORING
TARNISHED.'
the Plains. They borrowed heaviIMAGE
,
Iy during the boom years of the.
And what does the Blizzard of
early 1970's. With grain prices at '79 got to do with all of this? This. \ .The couple hails from Hill
an all-time low,these young pro- 'writer believes that those who felt City, Kansas. Although Mr. Banducers are now struggling to pay hopelessly immobilized by the re- gle is somewhat piqued by the neback heavy bank loans. Secretary- cent snowstorm should take. heart gative portrayal of the tractor farof Agriculture Bob Bergland told: to these farmers. The paralyzing
mers by the Washington Post, he
reporters that, "There are- family storm could well serve to restore
hopes that'.helping Washingtonfarmers that are in trouble,ob~
the tarnished image ofthe tractor
ians recover from . the. blizzard
viously. I know some who made' farmers. Dozens of farmers vol- might minimize public' hostilities
bad business decisions. I know' unteered to plow their machines
toward the farmers. Politically.
some young people who started
through snow to clear entrances: things don't look so good. The
farming the last three or four , of hospitals and other emergency , farmers plan to leave by the end
years, paid far too much money: statiorts. Blood delivery to hospi-: of February, but say they will be
for land, and they are in trou-. tals was critically disrupted imme- back' to try again. Bill Bangle
ble." Bergland is referring to the diately after the storm. The writer,sums
it up by saying they'renor
big U.S. grain sales totheSovief
,watched Bill and Ilah Bangle hereto start any trouble. Instead..
Union in the early severities. But.] come to rescue The American Red they are decent folks trying to
continues Bergland, " ... there arej .. Cross on E and 2Ist Streets from
make an honest living like every- ,
_ notable exceptions to the general,_ its nearly impassible driveways.
bodyelse.:'
. .'
ity" than came about during one
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.An Analysis of 'The Alte~atives'

by Harry Chernoff

run-off, the politicians don't .gradients is based on the temperawant the obvious headaches a ,ture, differential
between sea be stored, and 3. what do you do
In one way or another,' the sun
manure conversion "industry' will water at the surface and sea water ,on a calm day? While wind power
is responsible for most' energy
bring,and the econoniics simply thousands of feet beneath the 'is making some inroads, espesources. Fossil fuels, for example,
don't favor the idea. Probably,
surface. This differential may be :cially in the west as means of
are all produced by solar energy.
the only hope for widespread"use 'as much as 20°C. By employing a i pumping water, it is not conGenerally, however, even a broad
of run-off would be if the govern-, .compound that is a gas at the -sidered a promising source of
definition of solar 'energy does
ment decided to take seriously the higher temperature and a liquid at
energy.
not include energy. sources proimmense water pollution' pro- the lower (e.g, ammonia) and by
Two non-solar energy sources
duced over long periods 'of time.
blems "caused by allowing the. pumping a compound from the are often mentioned with the
A broad definition of solar energy, wastes to simply run-off. Such a surface to the bottom, it is possi- 'solar ones. These are tidal power
is limited to the renewable energy" decision, and the accompanying
ble to capture he energy the com- :and wave power. Tidal power is
products produced over a rela~", federal dollars, would favor the pound produces when it rises and ,based on the huge differential
tively short period. Bxamples.r> economics offeedlot run-off,
expands from its liquid state to its i between high and low tide at some
include conversion of agricultural' ' More recently, the focus or'biogaseous state. The energy pro- ltidal basins. (The Bay of Fundy is
wastes, ocean thermal gradients , mass has switched 'to
plant
duced can then be used to drive 'the classic example.) By damming
and wind power. >.
"wastes.
While alcohol can, of turbines'. Afterwards, the com- 'the, bay and forcing the water to
Conversion
of agriculture
-course, be distilled from crops
pound is condensed, sent to the 'flow through turbines both as it
wastes,
sometimes
classified
such as sugar and corn, it can also
bottom and the cycle repeats
enters the bay and as it exits,
under biomass conversion, refers be distilled from the waste .Itself,
Although
this energy
hydroelectric
power can be
to the conversion of wastes into products', of sugar,corn
and
source is still in the-planning
,generated. Wave power is similar,
simpler compounds, principally ,almost every other agricultural 'stages, many scientists expect it to [though less centralized. 'The
methane and alcohol. Since the ,product. Once distilled, it can be " be a good source of clean power. '~jtheory here is that small turbines
agricultural wastes are regularly used asa fuel in place of, or in
Because winds are caused by [couldbe floated along coastlines
produced with a little help from addition to, gasoline. For several
unequal heating of the earth's
IWith significant wave activity.
the sun, biomass conversion is years, Brazil has had a massive
surface, wind power is also a The" power of the waves would
properly considered a form of alcohol fuels. program. In the form of solar energy. Windmills
drive the turbines. Problems exist
solar energy.
U.S., gasahol, (a mixture of 'are"currently
used in isolated
with both ideas. The main proThe earliest interest in biomass, alcohol and gasoline), is only a parts of the U.S. The primary
blem is the corrosive effect of the
from an energy perspective, dealt few years from commercial availdrawbacks to wind power are the .salt water on the turbines. (Note
with the generation of methane' ability.
,
, same as those affecting solar'
,
'
from feedlot run-off, This idea
A more exotic form of solar
power: 1. only certain areas ofthe
'
has its drawbacks.-however. The power uses the ocean as a source.
country have high, steady winds,
' , '
farmers don'twanttocollectthe
"The concept of ocean, thermal
2. neither wind, nor electricity can
.!

in the Energy Debate'

! that here the salt water powers the
"turbines, while in a th,ermal gradient system", the turbines are a part
of a sealed unit with the amonia,
;not the salt water, driving the tur:bines.) Because of corrosion, the
:construction
and, maintenance
'costs of either tidal orwaveunits
Iare likely to be extremely high.
'iI Another
problem" particularly
with the tidal damming idea, is
Ithe objection of fishermen, biololgists and the like. A final
.problem, particularly with the
wave idea, is that it takes a lot of
-little wave machines to generate
commercially
i
important quantities of electricity.I None of the energy sources I
[have just mentioned make a
Imeaningful contribution to the
1nation's current energy picture.
~Theyare merely some of-the more
.widely discussed methods of
obtaining renergy in the future. ,
Other solar based energy sources ,
do exist and are often considered
:with the ones I have discussed. ,
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an active student and faculty
exchange program, and by establishment of the Summer School of
Law in England in 1967 on the
England throughout its history.
campus of the University of
by Tb,ecla Fabian
',' He e~pressed disagreement on pe~sons fromindustries
inv~l~ed Tbhe ChOllege~~ charted in .1693 Exeter in Devonshire.
'
,
,
,
h S
d S h 'b'll'
. "
Th
b
Y t e rergmng
sovereigns,
Modern, dormitories,
dining
Fe~~1:;~
~~nu;~atr~ci;:~i.",
",:w~ ~:~~~nF~~S~, .~h~l~~e~~~~~~".:,~~;c~~ea;~t;~:s~r
,ie;~~}~~~~",' :~~~::~~I~i~,;n~Stbili~fj;
hall; and "the classrooms -. of
TechnologY'~·and"~Spat:e"Sli6;'~~'dot$'tt~}.wa:n~t~eeeo~mltmentS7~ice.pr-es~d~tb"
..f0;ji';Spalce~" was' ~onstructed ' in ,'1695 from Exeter's cainpus,- as weIJasthe
committee- held three days of to SP~IIC m,~ss~~>ns
an p~gra;:s
Ar~grams t~
C onne
.ou~~s
plans attributed to the renowned law library of the University, were /
hearings on .the development ~f a ove;,
ong ,~me IP~n s." e G s rf;a~ ICS '. co;pa?J'
t or English architect, Sir Christopher
made available. In addition,
comprehenSIve U.S. space ~ohcy. pre er~ an
evo ~tto~ary ap- Dera
ee:f~'.
resl I en. D
•Wren, builder of St. Paul's
distinguished members of" the
l ~fmeg
Both Subcommittee ChaIrman. proac d ,to sp~e ", eve opment.eve
~enc~s, nc· r. Cathedral in London. Through
faculty of the University's School '
h
Adlai Stev~nso? (D-ILL) and the seco;".e
oes rot
want :us~~
f .~ T ~nsl ey,
f ;~e the efforrs of Thomas Jefferson,
of Law agreed to teach some of
ranking, mmonty member, Sen. ~anatory
lOcre~en~ reptrts ~o D~esl ~~t d o~ ~c no;.g~ .0
~ an alumnus of the College, a chair the courses offered. The program
Harrison
Schmitt, (R-l':l.Me~.)
ongr~ss
requue
0
t e • IverSI le'
uslOdes~ IVI;lon 10
ofLawandPolicewasestabIished
has been further enriched by
have introduced space polIcy bills Executive Branch.
"
Aetna LIf e an .. asua ty n- December 4, 1779, thus making prominent speakers from the
in the 96th Congress.
The second day of heanngs,
surance' Company, Mr. Stover, W'll'
d M
th' fi t t
English Bench and Bar, as well as
.' theSpace
..
d' tomput
A'sSlstant
V·Ice,
I lam
Sen. ,Stevenson's bIll
January31,wasdevote
Ba b coc, k
'-t an t' ary. 1 e Irs
'n the0 by a trip to "Legal London,"
"
f
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offer
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Ion
10
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Policy Act of 1979 (S.244) covers
rom persons Wit 10 t e sClentl IC
resl en 0
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.
visits to the Inns of Court and to
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W'
F
d S 'th Inc
d Dr
mte ta es.
space actlVlties over the, ~ext an
spac~ clommdum.tNles., It-I J enhnerManL ml 'P ':dant
'f'
In more recent 'years " the English courts when in .session.
d
decade and sets forth speCIfic' nesses
IDC u e,
attona
0 n
c ucas,
resl en 0
C 11'
f'
If'
h'
Since American and English
goals in both space sciences and Academy of Sciences President
COM SAT General Corporation.
'?thegEeslcodn mUdl~gtreda 10t~oSnlPIlegal systems developed from the'
.
T
dl
AGO
h
't
.IDC1 d d WI
ng an an IS e uca I a
terrestrial.
applicatt?ns.
Sen. Phi Ip Han e,r; Dr.
",
t fer
wIGneslsdes w
u e " institutions has been evidenced by same cultural history, one of the
Schmitt's bIll the NatIOnal Space, Cameron,
Chairman
of the
Pro essor
era
asser burg
primary
advantages
of the
and Aerona~tics Policy Act of Academy's Space Science Board;
from California
Institute
of
program is the opportunity to
1979 (S.212), is much broader. It Dr. Edward Teller from UCLA' Tech~ology, Mr. J. Jeffrey Irons,
enrichunderstailding
of
covers" the next, thirty' years in and two past NASA Adthe Director of Student Programs
WILLIAM
American legal institutions by a
space activities.
ministrators, Dr. Thomas Paine
for the ~~erican
Institute .9f
AND MARY'S
comparison with the English legal
January 25, the first day of and Dr. James Fletcher.
Astronautics
and, AeronautIcs
system. Emphasis is also pl~ced
THIRTEENTH
hearings, was devoted to input , Both Dr., Han~ler ,and Dr.
and author .James Mlche~er.
on English legal history and, inter- '
:~ ANNU.~L-~
,from the Administration. There Cameron talked about the need
The busmess panel discussed
national
law .
SUMMER SCHOOL
were
only
two
witnesses,
for, ~lannin~ and long-~a~ge the concer?s and consid.erations
OF LAW
Presidential
Science Advisor commItment 10 order to optImize
of the busmess communIty. Mr.
Frank Press and' NASA Ad- the value of the space program.
Smith talked about the role of the
IN ENGLAND
SBA Meeting Tomorrow Night
ministrator Robert Frosch.
' Dr. Teller concentrated, on the
major aerospace corporations,
ABA Accredited
Frank
Press outlined
the overall importance of technology
while Dr. Seeman' discussed the
Five-Week Session
Thursday, March I ."
July 8 to August 15, 1979
general points of President' gen~rally and space technology in r~le and problems of t~e small,
At Exeter University,
Carter's Space Policy Directive. partIcular. He lamented what he
hIgh-technology compames. Both
Hoover Room of the Library
E;xeter,England
The perceived inadequacies of calledthe"riseofth~U.S,asthe
~r. Babc~k and Dr .. He.nsley
President Carter's space policy leader of the antt-technology
discussed mvestment cntena ~s
(all invited)
..
English and American law professors will present courses
statements are regarded as the movement." The two ex-NASA
related to private investment 10
on European Common Market
'main force behind the push for a Administrators
talked about
space systems. Dr. Lucas talked
Law; International Law; Com·
Congressional space policy bill. 'America's past accomplishments
about
the development
of
parative Law; English Law; and
. American Law subjects.
Carter's
directives have been in space and the potential for the
COMSAT and the need for,
All Subjects
'criticized for both their lack of future. Dr. Fletcher divided the
fur~herdeyelopmen~
of space
Fast, professional, and proven quality,
You will also' find guest lec·
Send $1,00 for the current edition of our
specific goals and programs and kinds of prog~ams that N~SA
polIcy, partlc.ularl~ WIth regard to
tures by distinguished English
220 ,- page mall order catalog.
their failure' to indicate the level should pursue 10, the future lOto the role of pnvate mdustry.
jurists and a trip to "Legal Lon·
(213) 477·8474
don."
of space effort that the President three
g~neral,' categorie.s: ,(1)
Author James !dichen~r con-'
P.O, Box 25916-2. Los Angeles, CA 90025 I"
planned to support in any area.
Exp~oratlOn, (2)' ExplOitatIOn,
clu.ded t~e heanngs with. ,a
For detaTls write:
Press also went' on to express and (3) Adventure. He also called
phIlosophical look at the ImDirector
Notes Typed!!! -.....
for the first time the President's
for long-range planning, talking
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SChool 01 Law
commitment to the continuation about a twenty~ve year plan with
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1Cover Letters • Resumes. HarWIIII.maburg, Vlrglnl. 23185
of a civilian remote sensing options built into the system.
that, "there are moments 10
vard/Bluebook Styles, Mag Cardi
Details
also'
avail~ble
for
satellite program including the
The final day of. hearings,
history. when c~allenges occur of
six'week session
Correctin~ Selectric, Inexpensive
opinion that the development of February I, presented lOput from
such a compelllOg nature that to
In WIlliamsburg on request
rates: Large arid Small' Projects,
an operational,as opposed to the the future ':users". of space
miss .them is to miss the who~e
Can Cindi Potter- 931-7074"
current experimental system was systems, particularly the space
meamng of an epoch. Space IS
premature.
'
'. " shu.ttl~,J~Il~r!=wasa panel of four
such a challenge."
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r.!!~.Tragedy ·ofKing

Pale Twelve'

The Tragedy of King Richard
very effectivedramatically,
II is one Shakespeare play which
Textually, the characters of'
seems very appropriate for a Richard and Henry Bolingbrook
Washington audience. The play serve
as
very
effective
is mostly political, but involves a counter-foils. Alas, the Folger
variety of other issues including
production failed to capture this
property
rights,
familial
dynamic interchange,
Michael
rela t i o ns,
and
character
Tolaydo is very convincing in
deterioration.
Henry
IV's the role of Richard II. He is a
usurpation
-of
Richard II's flexible actor capable of evoking
throne Was an unprecedented
contempt,
pity, and respect
event in English history and within
a single sililoquoy,
Shakespeare's handling of the Unfortunately, .many moments
issue during Elizabeth I's reign. were undercut bya rather stiff
Much of the sting of this
and stale performance of Terry,
action was undercut by all the Hinz, Admittedly,
Henry IV
lines being in verse. Thus, the comes off rather badly at the
political aspect of the drama is end,.and
is an unsympathetic
deernphasized, and the interplay
•character , but even this aspect
of the characters, Richard and was lost by an unimaginative
Henry
is stressed.
These
performance.. :
characters; through .v~rse", are'
. The supporting "east 'w'as
given a great deal of depth and
the evolvement of Richard from certainly competent, with special
kudos" to Leonardo" Cimino as'
a flop to a dignitled prisonerIs
,
:r~:::_~.J
, .'"
.',
-,c--

RichardH

John of Gaunt and a. rather
memorable Gardner a little later,
anti Glynis Bell as Isabelle,
Queen
to Richard
I. The
direction' seemed to rely on the
theory of simple is good and this
theory seemed to work well. It
rarely protruded into the play.
rather leaving the play to itself, .
the one exception being the
murder scene, in which the
simplicity
of direction
and
staging highlighted the gravity
and starkness of the situation.
This scene was very good.
Richard II is playing through
March 21 st.' If you have all
opportunity to see the play, it is
well worth your time since
Richard .IIis always enjoyable.
The performance' certainly isn't
MichaelTolaydo as Richard II, GlyniSBell as Q,leen Isabelle.
great, but any chance to see
Leonardo <1mino as John of Gaunt and DavidQomwell as
Shakespeare shouldn't be passed co
Aumerle in the Folger Theatre Group productl0llOf'lhe
up.
Tragedy of King Richard the Second' playing now through
,March
25,1979.
. .•.

SilverScreen~(Co~tinued)

fFro" ...... '--·

~-

Appropiiatelyenough,
the boy. on trial is,<acquit~ed.,.:thu·s" Jennings Bryant.
,
Finally, there is "The Paper,' Kingsfield.: The alternately, wor"Duck Soup" trial scene ends in a the.movie paystri~~te" to ,tl1~ iiiA slightly" different type of-: Chase", a far more grim offering "shipful and; resentful Hart (Timsong' and dance routine with the herent'ii~ht of ~ man to, have a legal proceeding, one involving a than its TV namesake; whichpor-r.: othy Bottoms) engages in a yearMarx Brothers playing, xylo- ,tiialby hIS peers and for, each of -military forum" is examined" in - 'trays the tranformation of idealIong-v.intellectualj cbattle-cwith
phones to the tune of "Oh Sus-. those jurprs" to. disagree 'if, he is ~!The Caine Mutiny" ~Navy. law- istic Harvard-law -students into, .Kingsfield and-emerges older-and
anna".
"
"
" noi'c(j~vipced' beYOI\~a reasonyerBarney Greenwald (Jose Ferpresumably; Harvard
lawyers.
wiser. The film is recommended
Despite the light-hearted arid able doubt,
_
rer), though personally convinced
Professor
Kingsfield
(J ohh
for iis lucid explication of the
sarcastic view. of law represented
. Th~ '&m~t~esis ~f ..,the jury: -:,,·that hi~., cliept-;. I}~s. c.o~itted. ,~ou'Selii~n) is menaci~gly;~~~n-,\~7,Carbolic Sr;no~e.'JJan case, a case
by the comedies, .there bave.beensysteDlc·deplcte9,t~~<:i-.~;T<\Velv~'_';1mUtilly:'tSprepared
ltn.lsehls best'. JIC
never ,}apses ....into' 'the .: whose,' meaning still remains
several truly dram.~ikwrtrayals"
AngrY-~~p" i~>tl'1eohe;Portrll¥e4,·':.effQrts:,to,win 'an @QUjt,tal;::The' ,"i:-Pgearing half~s~jle,,;wJ?lcn:~iiC:l~lidyto,}heauthors
of this
of lawyersand;,the
law:' Sidney in "To ;d<.ill \l:f:<'M&kihgblfd'~I;);filrrf'thtis presents a'M'Wyer's con~ huinariizes his TVversioll
of
~rtige.
Lumet's ~'Twelve Angry Men" where the jury system does not-, flict
between
professional
(1957)deals,~~th the institlltion of dispense justice. Set in the sou~h: ~ resPonsibilitY'>arid"a~.,highh
"'-'1"
""If
';:':'~ ,.",
th~lurYI i!,-a ~ri.!~r~er.t~iak1:t tlte,' ern,;;-PIlHe4Istjl~~)n:,~!1e J92.Q;s, persoRat:~.thic..:IF.hethedry of!:the;~ ::,:"f9th~~~.~_,~!,j,l·". ~:,',.','.'i,e,IJ'~~
begJiliilnlf6f.themovle.theJury
IS· the,storyJt1v,olv~
!-t~p~ack.man,f; defense IS that,the accused, Lleu-',';;;",
'
, , '
sequestere.d:an,d'a st~aw P!?Uire~ ac~~S5~;,,0(((!~pe:.and
•.as~au!t,; tenant MaTrick (Vandohnson);
?;;
"'.'
veals thatIt,ls 11-I for convlctl~n,. ," agaInst a.whlte ;~()maI1. ~~, eVI,...;
I was justi,fied;in taking ,command ;"
wit~one jtirtlr (Henry Fonda) not '.;dence strongly, ipdicate~Jh~t tile,;' of ','the U .S>8.• Caine because, his
convinced' ~~,y'~m~.a ,reas0I!ab~( wh,itc;w()[~an.had made a<!vances commanding officer'was mentally
"::.,;
doUb~. As !h,~;movie pro~re~~~s,. to th~1Ptack m~, ,and. th~t.the.
~nbalanced andtherefdre
unfit'
the Jurors" mnate preJudICes, blac~ 'Pan hadtned to aVOIdany for duty. Greenwald is able to
fears, and weaknesses are re-'contact
with the woman: How-, establish his defense through a
vealed until eventually all the ever, the all-white jury found the skillful and vicious cross-examinjurors hav.e doubts and the young defendant • guilty, applying the ation' of Commarider
Queeg
community prejudices of the time (Humphrey Bogart), in which
rather than ruling on the evi- , Queeg is led into an agitated and
dence.,In perhaps one of the most paranoid tirade against his "disfam~us and favorable portrayals
loyal" crew. Greenwald has gone
of a lawyer onthescreen, defense
to the limits of what the law
attorney (Gregory Peck) repre- allows in order to give his client
by Anne Ellis ; ..
.-tf1
;-~~):)'
t'
sentsnot only a champion of right an effective. defense; but he ends
The Georgetown' ",Gilbert & but also a symbol of. social con- up .sickened by the fact that the
Sullivan Society will' present its science. His questioning at, the acquittal was won only through
trial has raised serious doubts as the humiliation of the courageous'
7th annual production. "Ruddigore," in the Moot Court at the to the truthfulness of the charges veteran Queeg.
against the defendant, and he
International
law and the
Law Center on March 7-11.
The two act opera parodies the' implores the jury to rule on the thought process of a judge are exdomestic melodrama prevalent in fac!S presented. Although his plored in Stanley Kramer's "Judthe late 19th century. The eighth , pleas for justice go unheeded, the ginent at Nuremberg" (1961).
i. full-length
Gilbert & Sullivan: attorney earns the respect ~f the The story revolves around the
opera was first produced after the black population in the town for head judge at the Nuremberg war
his righteous efforts.
trials (Spencer Tracy), a man who
"Mikado. "
Trials, famous lawyers, and the labels himself a Maine RepubThe cast for this year's play inlicanbut still thinks FDR was a
cludes both new faces and sea- lawyer's craft are dramatically
soned Gilbert & Sullivan veterans,: explored in three older movies. great man. Much of the film takes
"Compulsion" is a fictionalized place in the courtroom, where the
with participating law students
horrors of war are recounted on
and faculty proving that there is account of the Leopold-Loeb
the witness stand by broken and
indeed more to life than law murder in "hich the charactel
paralleling
Clarence
Darrow
deformed human beings. The ratschool.
(Orson Welles) pleads for mercy ional attorney for the war crirniPerformance begins at 8 p.m.
on March 8-lOth and 2 p.m. on ,for his clients. in a stirrin~ closing naIs (Maximillian Schell) and the
argument. Wh.1Ch~esults m a sen- emotional American prosecutor
March lIth.
tence ofhfe Impnsonment rather (Richard' Widmark) trade cogent
A special benefit performance
than death. Otto Premin~er'sand
convincing' legal arguments.
for the Henry Levinson Scholar'~Anatomy of a Murder" moves Nevertheless, the main focus of
ship Fund will be held on March
}th at 8 p.m. with proceeds going slowly th~ough the ~orkings of' a the film is on the American judge,
case on tnal, followmg closely the who goes through much soulto the memorial fund honoring
the 1964 law graduate. Tickets are methodical presentation of evi- searching before he decides that'
on sale at $3-adults and $1.50 dence by the defen~e ~,ttorne?, the defendants are guilty. The
(James Stewart); while Inhent precise standard of guilt remains
children
at the Georgetown
'the
Wind." involves the famous unclear, however, and the judge
University Law Center in the
Scopes tnal and a clash between never really does explain the legal
student activities office, located
the great Clarence Darrow and principals on which he finds the
at 600 New Jersey Ave .• N.W.
Wustration by Kayla Kirsch
religious fundamentalist William German defendants guilty.
Call 624-8373 for more details.
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(continued)

.is sponsoring

A SYMPOSIUM ON CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
. with the following lecture series:
The Equal Rights Amendment Debate
Free Speech and the Evolution of the First Amendment
History of the United States Constitution
Discussion with a Supreme Court Justice
The Prospects and the Proposal for a Constitutional Convention
A Comparative Perspective on National Constitutions
Workshop on Revising the SBA Constitution

March 12 through 23, 1979

WATCH FORITI
(Anyone interested in getting involved in organizing the Symposium should contact the
Advocate x7325 or the Student Bar Association x7561.)
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IILoose .Ends" at Arena Stage
By Dana Dembrow

Wonder if this is really making
it? Sure, this is it. This is more
than a phaseto pass through on
the way to something else. This is
IT. Of course there are phases to
get through. But they are only
followed by other phases. There is
'no resolution to it all" only.
periods between periods..
Michael Weller's Loose Ends,
now appearing at Arena Stage, is
a play without a resolution. The
plot is simple but the message is
important and the vehicle is as
warm as it is hilarious. The values
of the 1970's are effectivelyportrayed in a series of gilmpses 'into
the love life of Paul (Kevin Kline)
and Susan (Roxanne Hart), 'a
couple in search of a way to makeit together. It's not as simple as it
sounds, and though some critics
may complain that it's all just a

by Maria Paz Artaza
The Museum of Modern Art of
Latin America, located .at 201
Eighteenth Street, N. W. is one of
the most unusual and interesting
museums in the area, yet it is also
one that is ignored by most,
tourists and even by many permanent residents of D.C. Among
the reasons for this are the fact
that many Americans are not well
acquainted with the rich and
vibrant
culture
that
Latin
America has to offer, and that
those' who pave some knowledge,
of Latin American culture and
history usually. ignore the vast
amount of great art works that
theneighbor to the south has produced in the.last century. .
Latin America's artistic tradition goes back to .fhe time of

'
little too soap-operaish," the
conversations
showing who's
where doing what with whom are
really only a facade to distract the
attention of the audience to make
the superior
message more
subtlely transmitted. Loose Ends
is truly entertaining. The play
requires ~little effort' to observe
and understand, thus permitting
the viewer. to sit back and laugh
and learn as the primarycharacters try to figure, it all mit. The
points of reference are provided
by some amusing stereotype
figures, including a guru,' a
securities' salesman, and a hippieish country carpenter. The cast
does an outstanding job of portraying the characters and their
varying personality quirks' and
motivational concerns.i-'. ' "
The play COilsists'ofne~rlya
dozen acts, each successive scene:

w. Concert

G.
,,'

portraying the lives of Paul and
Susan a year or two down the,
path. In this fashion, the playwright captures the spirit of the
. "me decade" with amusing and
heartwarming anecdotes of a
couple of personable and familiar
characters clutching for direction
-In an era of confusion. The plot
focuses on the role of sexuality
and compansionship
in life but
the questions' posed ,are deeper
than those in the T&A that is typified . in a TV series or' gossip
column. Michael Weller demonstrates' in Loose Ends a good
.understanding of the concerns of
the contemporary individual COP"
ing with the flow of time. That
. understanding may be that there
may be no understanding: His
"successful"characters
play it
loose because they realize that
nothing ends.

flourishing Indian cultures, but important trends in the hemisduring the colonial. times and
phere over the past forty years are
. sometimes
even
after
in- included.
. dependence many artists. looked
One of the rooms in the
forinspiration and for models to museum is devoted to pioneers of
the .established .' traditions" of the modern art movement in
Europe; thus producing an art
Latin America such as Joaquin
work that, was for the most part
Torres-Garcia and Pedro Figari
imitative and foreign. It was not
of Uruguay, Refino Tamayo 'of
until the end of the nineteenth
Mexico, and Dandido Partinari
century that artists- began to of Brazil. In this room is Carlos
respond to the environment that ' Merida's Under the. Sky, which
surrounded them,' and, to reflect
embodies all of the influences that
that environment in their works.
pre-Columbian art has exerted on
The Museum of Modern Art of
Latin-American artists; in this
Latin America offers a sampling
case the painting is strongly sugof some of the most colorful,
gesti ve of Mayan art.
Latin America's 'primitive art
vibrant, and occasionally most'
symbolic art in ,the world., has achieved tremendous popuPainting dominates the colleclarity during the last twenty years
tion.. but drawing, and sculpture
and
the museum
contains
are also represented. All the
significant
examples.
Jose

Schedule
- The George Washington University specia~ serie~ of f~culty
concerts devoted to the duo-sonatas of Mozart will con~lOueWItht~e
fourth recital on Sunday March 4,1979 at 8:30 P.M. 10 the Marvin
Theatre 800TwentY-fir~t Street, N.W. George Steiner, violin and
Robert Parris; piano, both on the' university's faculty, will perform Mozart's Sonatas 7, 11, 12 and 13, and will end the program
with Bartok's Sonata No.2.
'
Professor Steiner is chairman of the university's music department at the same time as he continues his busy musical activities as
concert violinist, conductor and lecturer. Professor Parris is in
charge of the theory section of the music department, 'and is wellknown as a composer as well as a keyboard artist on both piano and
harpsichord.
The schedule of additional
.,... concerts appears below. .
Sun., Mar. 4, Duo-Sonata Series, Marvin, 8:30 P.M., George
Steiner, Violin and Robert Parris, Piano.
.
Thurs., Mar. 8 GWU Orchestra. Lisner Auditorium, 8:30 P.M.,
George Steiner, Director. --"'
FrL, Mar. 23 Faculty Concert, Marvin, 8:30P.M., Neil Tilkens,
Piano.
Tues., Mar. 27, GWU Chamber Choir, Lisner at noon, 12:15
P .M., Catherine Pickar, Director.
.
Sun. Aprii 8, Duo-Sonata Series, Marvin, 8:30 p.m., Steiner and
Parris.
Mon. Apr. 9, Student Recital Marvin, 8':00 P.M.
Mon. April 16, Student Recitals, Lisner, 4:00 and 8:00 P.M.
Tues., Apr.l7, Student Recital.Lisner, 8:00 P.M.
Wed.· April 18, Student Recital, Lisner, 4:00 P.M.
Sun, Apr. 22, GWU Chamber Choir, Marvin, 4:00 P.M., Pickar,
Director.
Sun. Apr. 22, GWU Chorus, Marvin, 8:'00 , P.M., Steven
Prussing, Director.
Mon. Apr. 13, GWU Orchestra, Lisner, 8:30 P.M. Steiner,
Director.
, All concerts are open to the public free of charge.
Antonio Velasquez of Honduras
and elation.· The vibrant and
is one of the most famous naive strong colors of the primatives
artists in the world. His San , make them absolutely un forgeAntonio de Oriente (1972) is a table.
view of his home town which
One of the most interesting
includes the almost typical figures pieces in the museum is Hurtado
of his -art: the priest, dog, burro, Sculpture (197S)hy Jes'us Rafael'
chickens, townspeople, and, tiled Soto of Venezuela. This paintingioofs.A
work' by another,
sculpture has a rectangular black
primitive artist, Joseph Jean- background,
crossed by thin
Giles' Haitian Landscape (1972) white vertical stripes. In front of
is typical in Its atmosphere of joy
• (Continued on page 16)

Ugly Building'contest ,
Washington has a lot of ugly buildings, Some of them are too big
for their lots, others overwhelm the surroundingbuildings,
and
many are just unpleasant to look at.
,
What can you do about them, besides hope that they caught the
architect who was responsible for them? Well, now you can
nominate buildings for the Ten Worst Buildings inD.C. award.
The Advocate. is con~e~ned about encouraging architecture that is '
oriented towards, p~hp'~
and a pleasanturban environment, and discouraging archiiectw:c; oriented towards quick profits and antipeople concepts of design.
".,
_
,',
'
So we're holding a Ten Worst Buildings in D.C. contest. Here's
how you participate: Y0!J. can nominate as many' buildings as you
wish. To make things' simpler, only buildings in D~C. are eligible,
although we do recognize that there are plenty of ugly buildings out
in the suburbs.'
,
,i •
Give us the name (if it has one), the address, the occupant (a
government agency, university, etc.), a photo ifpossible,and a line.
or two on why you feel it deserves the award.
_
Fill out the form provided or put-the information on a piece of
paper;' and send it to: Worst Buildings, The Advocate, Bacon#2.
We will use these nominations as suggestions to help us make our
'decision. The decision of the judges is final.

Advocate Ten Worst Building Contest

--------------1

name and address of building "-

occupant

----

why it deserves this award

..

1

SUMMER SESSION I

HOFSTRA
.LAW
SCHOOL

MAY 29-JULY 9

,COURSES

Summer

Program
1979

CREDITS

. Conflict of Laws
Criminal Procedure I
Debtor Creditor
Evidence.
Family Law
Individual Income Tax
International Law
. Land Use Planning
Secured Transactions

3
3
3
4
3
4
2

3
3

SUMMER SESSION"
JU LYll~AU(;US:Tc24

For further information
write or call
(516) 560-3636

Busine~s Org'anizations
,Commercial Paper
Communications Law
Health Law ~"
Labor Law
Products Liability
Wills, Trusts & Estates

*

SCHOOL OF LAW

HEMPSTEAD,

NEW YORK 11550

HOFSTRA
UNIVERSITY

4
3
3
3
3
3
.4
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Law Revue in Refrospecf'
tai d
I considering,
me
remarkable
composure'
the fact that for

By Brona Pimnol~
d B bG d
an 0 00 man

i

,

I many, this was their first time on

It s over. Months of long-range .,:stage.

We hope that this year's Law
Revue is not a one-time production. Whatever may happen to

In fact, as Lisner Audiplanning, late night rehearsals torium filled to near capacity, a
and plain hard work. And what is .keen sense. of anticipation, more
there to show? Plenty. For two than anythmg else, pervaded the
hours in Lisner Auditorium on backstage dressing rooms.'
the evening of Sunday, February
II, 1979, an enthusiastic group of
The show itself went quicklyOW troupers held up a great
too quickly. It was a one-shot
mirror before the law students
production that came with a lot of
and faculty of the National Law .' fury, and then, ended. There were
Center. And the result was only two hours of show time healthy, indeed cathartic; they not even enough time to take an
related,
they smiled,
they
exam. -Yet there was still no
laughed.
predicting how we would be
When first approached about .received, Any apprehension we
Law Revue, sometime in early might have had seemed to end the,
October, the idea- was merely in first time the cast got to Lisner,
the vivid imaginations of several however, and realized that the
unusual individuals. But as these song and dance routines actually.
people began to assemble writers
would work - that all our efforts
and others committed to the' had produced some degree of
concept of' a Law Revue, the coordination in even the most
images began to take shape. The klutzy. But even more, we learned
original scripts were written and
why people became stagestruck.
revised in early November, and Applause.i.That
first round of
tryouts were held 'soon afterward.
applause said we were finally.
Parts were distributed before the. there and we really could do this.
vacation with the specific admonSo the enthusiasm in both the
ition that they be learned by the audience and the troupe was high.
start of the new year, which, of This feeling was confirmed as the
course, they were not.
following week of School progBut that was just the beginning.
ressed, for more and more posiWhen the cast members returned
tive feedback was forthcoming
from
Christmas
vacation,
from both law students and facrehearsals began in earnest. It was - ulty.,
, not always easy. The hours were
At the same time that next week
long and inconvenient,
the of school felt really strange. F~el~
practices physically draining and ings of emptiness tinged with sad- .
often frustrating. As we all know, ness floated by frequently. Somelaw students are busy people with thing was 'missing. Since' before
hectic schedules, and sometimes 'Thanksgiving,
we had' had
short-fused tempers would. flare.' Sunday, February IIas our target
by ~arry Chemoff
Yet through all the hard work,' date. Suddenly, we all woke up.
there developed a bond of friend- . Monday morning, February 12.
Within minutes after Law
ship, an intensity of feeling On that Monday, like all the rest,
Revue ended, comments began
among the cast members that had it was' class as usual, work as
pouring in. Most were congratnever before surfaced in law usual, study as usual, as usual.
ulatory. One was not. By that, of
school ,life. That experience was Sure, we didn't have to go to
course, I am referring to Chief
something unusual. All those practice, and yes, we had maybe
Justice. Burger's comment that
faces familiar only from wan- . an extra twelve hours a week to
half the cast was incompetent.
The Chief Justice, in attendance.
dering between Stockton Hall and ' study or work - but we still
out of pity for O. W~ grads, stated
the Library had suddenly became; missed it. We missed the hard
that any 2nd year student would
a mass of people, people with an work aria striving, the humor and
have seen through the facade in
excuse - finally ~ to say hello In" drama. But most of all, we missed
the purported
torts skit and
the ~allways.
~.the people, the camaraderie, and
Finally the day of the show the sacrifice toward a common . immediately addressed' the real
issue: the commerce' clause. Proarrived. Last minute details - set goal- a goal that culminated in a
fessor' Seidelson, who portrayed
construction, stage lighting, and festive and illuminating evening
the sound system
were for so many. In the same way so himself in the skit, noted that
hurriedly completed. Meanwhile
many faces had finally become while he could not say that the
Chief Justice was incorrect as a
members of the cast could be friends, the cycle keptgoipg, and
matter of law, he would check
found rehearsing their parts with those people returned to their
each other in obscure corners of alter egos waiting for them in the with his (Siedelson's) good friend,
Judge Aldisert, to be certain.
the auditorium. As show time stacks: But at least we were able
drew near, there were some to make friends wIth. people we When the Chief Justice noted that
nervous laughs and forced smiles,
otherwise may never had said a ,Judge Aldisert was only marginally more competent than most of
but on the whole the cast main- - word to in our three years here ..
>

future Law Revues, we will 'that. Still, the foundation "has
always have been part of the first been laid, the stage set. Let the
one, and there is a certain pride in : curtain rise again next year.

The, Afternuith Revued

.

. /.

the members of Law Revue, Professor Seidelson characteristically
began to cry. Asked about the
Chief Justice's comments, Professors' Stevenson, Robinson and
Sharpe refused to comment.
However, to demonstrate good
sportsmanship,
Professor Robinson did beat up one of the
Advocate's'
reporters.
Dean
Kramer could not be reached for
- comment.
Various professional groups
also wished to address the Chief
Justice's remarks. The SBA and
ABA issued' a joint statement
neither agreeing nor disagreeing
with the Chief Justice, but recommending the establishment of a
committee
to investigate the
-possibility of either agreeing or
disagreeing
with the Chief
Justice. The members of the two
,groups overwhelmingly agreed to
consider the recommendation at
some later date.

Naturally, the Advocate asked
the other law Review to comment
on the Chief Justice's statements.
A spokes being for that institution
.asserted that 'the staff of Law
Review considered comments to
be inappropriate, as they might
conflict with statements made in
the Review's forthcoming block-'
buster treatise "The Emerging"
Field of .. Condominium Law;
How it affects the water rights of
· native Americans." When we
: stared that we saw no conflict, the
, spokesentity noted simply, "That
is why I'm onLaw Review and
you're on the Advocate." Dean
Kramer could not be reached for
comment.
Assorted non-legal groups had .
their say as well. A scout for the
Dallas
Cowboy
cheerleaders
acknowledged keeping an eye on a
certain blonde in the chorus line
but; as he put it, "We's leery bout
taking a lady whose IQ's bitter'n
her tits." Off the record he confided that none of the ladies in
law revue would go higher than
the sixth round in the upcoming
NFL cheerleader draft. Dean
Kramer could not be reached for
comment.
Professor
Banzhaf
·could be reached for comment,
·but we cannot print anything he
said .
. We're not sure, but we think
the responses indicate a huge
success. Of, the 30 people. we
spoke to immediately after the
show, well over half were still
conscious. (The Chief Justice not
included.) All hoped that Law
Revue, like its older sister at the
Med School, Follies, 'would
become an annual affair. Dean
'Kramer could not be reached for
comment.
I

':.1<.
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'Woe Unto LaWyers":

A Book Review

never touching either.
there isn't when a court refuses to . It's important, therefore, to justices".
The lawyer may also argue that
uphold a promise. While this understand that legal principles
Rodell meets head-on the types his role is important in preventing
sounds blasphemous to a lawyer, are rationalizations, not reasons of arguments that lawyers make litigation, that disputes can be
it's 'not far from the _ truth. for decisions. And these decisions to defend their profession. For avoided by careful drafting. This
Consider the following: A chorus are being made by judges ("a
example, the lawyer's lawyer will is a .common argument, and
girl has two wealthy admirers" judge is a lawyer who knows a argue that The Law, to be ef- Rodell has .several responses.
one, of whom promises her a fur] governor)
who, rather than
fective, must have nuity and
First, '~those legal papers of all
coat for Christmas, while the! having factual expertise in the' certainty (as opposed to the-'
kinds
and descriptions
are
other
promises
a diamond
subject area of the conflict, are appearance of continuity and
"Woe Unto You.iLawyers!"
'phrased the way they are, not in
bracelet. On Christmas day she; trained in the rationalizing .of certainty), and to achieve these
might be more aptly named
order to keep the people whose
receives a fur coat but no. decisions .. This training probably
goals The Law must be based on
"Everything
You Always
affairs they deal with out of
bracelet. Can she go into court, does less to give an individual a general or abstract principles
Thought About The Law But
.court, but in order to give
and sue (or the bracelet and get it,; sense of justice than just about which can 'pe carried over from
Were Afraid To Admit To
somebody a better chance of
on the theory that the first ad- any other type of training could orie year or decision to the next.
Yourself". Written in 1939 b}
winning if the affair gets intomirer's promise of a fur coat was' give, because the trainee actually He will argue that most legal
Fred Rodell, then a young
court ... every legal agreement is
good r Consideration
for the; believes he knows something principles, although abstractly
professor
of law at Yale
drawn up incontemplation
of a
second admirer's promise of a aboutit,
phrased, through usage have
University,itis
a fascinating
court
fight".
Second,
litigation
bracelet? No, she can't.
This is where, the law schools acquired precision of meaning.
expose of the emptiness of legal
Now suppose that the two enter the picture. One 'of the He will also argue that fact doesn't occur due to faulty
"reasoning",
and a scathing
drafting. Litigation occurs when a
admirers also belonged to the biggest frauds that the law situations, by reason of their
commentary
on the
legal
party
is dissatisfied with an
profession. It is timeless because, ; same church which was putting schools perpetrate lies in their similarity or dissimilarity, will
arrangement
and wants out, and
on a subscription drive for funds. division
of The Law into fall naturally into groups, each,
unlike countless "social comno matter how carefully the
Each
man
promises
a
thousand
"procedure"
and
"substance".
governed
by
a
different
legal
mentaries", it is directed not tOi
dollars, and: the man who: "Procedure" is admittedly a set principle. Each new case will be papers are worded he'll get a
the uses to which the law is put,
promised
the bracelet pays up, of rules andtechnicalities~hat
enough like some groups of cases lawyer to take his case. As a
but at the very nature of law'.
itself, which has changed but little, and the man who promised the must be followed to get.the chent that it can be controlled by the matter of fact, argues Rodell,
lawyers increase litigation by
fur coat doesn't because he spent what he wants. By labeling all the"; same principle.
since the writing, of the book.
writing
these agreements
in
his money on the coat. Can the. rest of the courses as beingTrue, we have new decisions, and
church go to court and sue for the: "substantive", however, the law
If this is true, argues Rodell, .Jegalese, rather than letting' the
new written laws, but it is The
parties bargain out their own
thousand dollars on the theory schools arid lawyers convey the explain the following practical
Law,
that
"brooding
omterms in plain language that they
that each of the promises was impression that here is' some' matters: If the law is so certain
nipresence in the sky", that thing
good Consideration for the other, meat, some "Ultimate Truths why do so many cases keep can understand.
which judges and lawyers swear is
and win? Yes, it can.'
About
Life".
The, fact is, coming to court, each side
constant and unchanging, and
Rodell's proposed solution is a
A cynic might say that The Law however, that "the whole of the equipped with a lawyer, who thought-provoking
gives rise to decisions, which is,
one.
He
approves.of gifts to churches but law is nothing but a technique to "knows" The Law? . Why are essentially says that continuity
the main subject of Rodell's
not of gifts .to chorus girls. And be mastered." This technique is lower courts constantly being and certainty are impossible, and
attack.
Rodell starts off with the bold ; the cynic would be right. The the technique' of using a new reversed by appellate courts?
we should dispense' with them.
Law, in order to keep people from language.· And the difference, Why are there so many dissenting
assertion that tbe legal trade is
Instead, we should allow, experts
welching on their promises' to ' between substancearid procedure opinions? "The joker in the in the technical factual. situation
nothing .but a high-class racket.
worthy causes, had to find is a difference in degree, not in theory is the assumption that any in the case try it, and go straight
Ours is "a government
of
Consideration
somewhere, and kind. "The original burden of two, much less' twenty, fact for justice each time. This makes
lawyers, not ,of men", and most
found .it. Thus, Consideration is proof' is on the plaintiff" is a situations or legal problems can' more sense than dividing an
of the major
decisions
in
what the. court' finds when it procedural . principle that may ever be sufficiently alike to fall abstraction such as justice into
government and business are
wants to uphold a promise, and help a lawyer win a lawsuit. "If naturally - that is, without being smallerabstraet
made by lawyers, whose trade is a
pieces, and
what it doesn't find when it the defendant's action was not the pushed ~into the same category.
trade built entirely on words.
allowing' someone ignorant fn theproximate cause of the injury
Here the lawyer argues that . area' of the dispute to apply them.
"Words!"
you say, "no, not' doesn't want to uphold a promise.
Consideration
can' mean the then the defendant is not legally .when the "essential" facts are the
words, principles, legal principles
If a case hinges on, expert
digging oaf a. ditch, a cigaretteca
responsible"
isa
. substantive' same, the same general principles
are the lawyer's stock in trade."
testimony, as it often does, why
promise to a church,' or a piece of principle of Torts that may help a apply. But which facts are
Nonsense, says Rodell. Once
not let someone knowledgeable in
sealing wax ona sheet of paper.
lawyer win a lawsuit .. The good "essential",
and what makes
these high-sounding legal abthe field decide it? Lawyers would
As Rodell says, "The point is that law student only learns how to say them so? If they depend on the
stractions are brought down to
then become unnecessary, and the
the so-called concept of Con- them and when and where it may principles involved, then you have
earth and applied to physical
practice of law would not only
picked your principle to choose '
facts, the abstractions become . sideration is both meaningless. be useful to say them.
become obsolete, but if Rodell
and useless until you know every
It is interesting today to note your "essential" facts,instead ofnothing but words - words by
had his way it would be declared a
one of the countless
fact
Rodell's reaction to the then- the facts
indicating
which
which lawyers describe, and
criminal act by the legislature.
situations about which court have growing "casebook
method";
principle
to apply.
If the
justify, the things that lawyers do.
said:
Here,
there
isHis first impression is that the "essential" facts do not hinge on,
Due to space limitations I have
Not only is the public unaware of
Consideration, or Here there is no students 'do
not learn their the principles involved, then
of course oversimplified
and
this fraud, but 9944/100 per cent
Consideration.
.But once you .principles nearly as well as their' which facts are essential? How do ommitted a great deal of what I
of the lawyers. are also. By the
know all those fact situations,
predecessors
did with their you decide? It becomes apparent
found to be a most powerful and
time a law student's confusion
what has Consideration become? hornbooks.
That's
why it's that what happens in every law down-to-earth book. If you have
and resistance to The Law is worn
It has become. an enormous and necessary for these students to case is that the, decision is made., any doubts about the validity of
down, he or she -isa convert, and
may never be able to revert to a, shapeless grab-bag, so full of take cram courses, which deal after which a principle is supplied
the career on which you are
unrelated particulars that it is-just, exclusively with The Law, for to justify the decision, which in embarking, now is the time. to
more direct, pragmatic way of
as meaningless and useless as it their bar exams. His second turn dictates which facts are think about these matters. "Woe
thinking. This is bad for society,
was before." After all, why do we impression is that the attempt to "essential". Thus The Law is a Unto You, Lawyers!" is short,'
because "consecrated fanatics are
system
which
always .more dangerous than, do legal research? "For no legal deal with the real problems that self-contained'
easy to read, and is a good place
concept means anything, or can lie behind the cases and the ab- floats between justice and reality,
conscious villains". The author's
to start.
task, then, is to slash through the 'mean anything, even to a lawyer, stract principles usually results in
until its supposed content of one 'of two things. For the less
great illusion of The Law and
'expose it for what it really is - meaning has been detailed, in bright the result is utter connothing. I will try to demonstrate
terms of its precise practical
fusion. For the brighter students,
some of Radell's ways of ex- application, right down to the the result will likely be a -------~----(Continued from page 14)ploding the legal balloon, and
case that was decided yesterday.
realization that the problems and
summarize some of his conAnd once the concept has been so the principles have. little in this a number of wildly curved . Uruguayan painter Carlos Pa'ez
clusions.
detailed, it is the details, not the: common, and a contempt for The black wires are suspended in such Vilar'o has created in the tunnel
In what is probably his most
concept, that matter. The con- Law - "That is the way and the a way that when they are moved what could be called "the most
effective method of exposing The
cept-no more than a word or set only way that the inflated mass of they create a dizzying pattern
colorful block in D.C." If you'
Law, Rodell analyzes some of the
of words
in the strange
hokum known as The Law might against the background stripes.
still have time and the weather
most basic principles of the law of- vocabulary of The Law - might, ever be exploded from the inside. This kinetic work invites the permits you should take a look at
Contracts. For example, one of just as' well be tossed out the But it is a possibility so remote viewer to actively participate' in the Aztec Gardens in the back of
the most basic prerequisites to a
window." Or, as Irving Kay ton that it is ridiculous to con- the creative process.
the museum.
valid contract is Consideration,
would say (if I may be so template. For the vast majority of
Among the most famous works
the basic assumption being that a , presumptuous), it's the/acts that
legal apprentices in the vast in the museum is Chilean Roberto
The Museum of Modern Art of
Contract should be two-sided. A are important.
Thus "Conmajority of law schools still go M~tta's. H.er"!ala No.2. (1948). Latin America, is open to the
great deal of the law of Contracts - sideration-and every other so-: blissfully on pulling principles out ThIS pamttng IStypical of Matta's
public, free of charge, from 10
involves whether there was or was
called concept or principle of The of judges" opinions, being taught surrealistic style. The dynamic
a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
not adequate Consideration in a
Law - amounts to a vague legal in mental goose-step the sacred forms sometimes appear to ex- Saturday.
Free tours for art
particular case so that the court
way of stating a result, applied to language
of concepts
and plode into the wall around the stu.d;nts may be obtained' by
can uphold the Contract. A nonthe result after the result is precepts, to emerge as doughty picture.
'
wnting Art Tours, Museum of
lawyer might look at the situation'
reached, instead of being, as the and undoubting defenders of the
After visiting the museum YOU'
Modern Art of Latin America,
.in reverse, thinking that Conlawyers
and judges
stoutly
legal tradition and perhaps to might also like to see the tunnel
OAS'
General
Secretariat
sideration is what there is when a
pretend, a reason for reaching the become eventually Wall Street which connects the museum with Washington, D.C. 20006 or b~ •
result in the first place."
law partners or Supreme Court . the Panamerican Union building.
court upholds a promise and what
calling 381-8261.
'
.........
.. . .. .. '. ..... .. .....
by Steve Kleifield
"Woe unto you, lawyers! for ye
have taken away the key 0/
knowledge: ye entered not in
yourselves, and them that were
entering in ye hindered." Luke
XI,52·
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